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INTRODUCTION
II
The following study is an effort to compare the vocabularies of ten
standardized reading tests with the vocabulary of the Easy Growth in
Reading Series^ from the pre-primer to the second reader level.
A reading test, to present a true measure of a child's achieveraent,
should be based on the basal reading system from which he has learned to
j
read. Otherwise, an entirely valid picture of a child's achievement is
not possible. Therefore, the writer feels that a careful study of these
first and second grade reading tests is necessary to discover which one
or ones will give the truest picture of a pupil's accomplishment who has
had the Easy Growth in Reading Series.
The specific problems are:
1. To find vdiat percentage of the words on each test are words in
the basal reading system;
2. To find what percentage of the total vocabulary in the basal
reading series is tested by each of the tests;
3« To find which one or ones of the ten tests would yield the most
reliable and valid score for a pupil whose basal reading series
is the Easy Growth in Reading.
. Definition of Terms
Basal reader: a textbook, usually part of a graded series,
instruction in reading; there are four types:
story, factual, and learn-to-study,^
used for
literary
>
1
Hildreth, G.
,
Felton, A. L., Henderson, M. J., and Meighen, A. Easy
Growth in Reading
. John C. Vfi-nston Company, Philadelphia. 1940.
2
Good, C. V. Dictionary of Education . McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc,,
New York, 1945* p* 329.
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Basal reading; reading aimed at the systematic development of reading
ability by means of a series of books or other ma-
terials especially suitable for each successive stage
of reading development.^
Basal Reading Series: a set of books issued by a publisher as texts
for systematic instruction in reading; usually
includes a reading readiness book, a pre-primer,
and the first to sixth readers.
^
Standardized Test; a test for which content has been selected and
checked empirically, for vrfiich norms have been es-
tablished, for which uniform methods of adminis-
tering and scoring have been developed, and which
may be scored with a relatively high degree of
objectivity.^
Norms; Norms are tables of information necessary for the interpre-
tation of test scores, and are obtained by giving the particu-
lar test to a large and representative sampling of pupils in
the same grades and of a type similar to the group Avith which
teachers will use the tests,
^
Validity; The validity of an examination depends upon the efficiency
with which it measures what it attempts to measure. A test
must, therefore, accomplish the purpose the user has in
mind for it in order that it satisfy this fundamental
criterion for all testing,^
Reliability; A test is said to be reliable when it functions con-
sistently. The reliability of an examination depends
upon the efficiency with which a test measures what it
does measure.®
1
Good, op, cit., p. 329.
2
Good, op. cit., p. 331.
3
Good, op, cit,, p. 421.
4
Greene, H, A,, Jorgensen, A. N., and Gerberich, J, R. Measurement and
Evaluation in the Elementary School
. Longnans, Green and Company,
New York, 1942. p. 84.
5
Greene, op, cit., p, 53«
6
Greene, op, cit., p. 6l,
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3CHAPTER I
SUMIIARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The emphasis in this chapter vdll be placed on a review of research
and literature related to the problem of the comparison of the vocabiilary
of a basal reading system with the vocabulary of ten primary reading tests.
Research will be presented in the following areas: (l) standardized tests,
(2) the development of specific vocabulary, (3) vocabulary studies of
basal readers, and (4) basal reading.
Standardized Tests
The use of tests has grown from very limited beginnings to an im-
portant place in teaching. The development of achievement tests is a phase
of the scientific movement in education to vdiich the work of many leaders
contributed. This movement was stimulated by the work of J. M. Rice,^
whose reports, though scorned and ridiculed, gave impetus to the testing
movement.
The years between 1908 and 1915 were the first fruitful ones in
America in regard to the devising of standardized tests and scales, Thorn-
2 3dike, in 1910, and Ayres, in 1911, made the first handwriting scales#
1
Rice, J, M, "The Futility of the Spelling Grind," Forum, 23:163-172,
409-419, (April, June, 1897)
•
"Educational Research; A Test in Arithmetic," Forum
,
34:281-
297, (October, December, 1902),
2
Thorndike, E, L, "Handwriting," Teachers College Record, 11:83-175,
(March, 1910).
3
Ayres, L. P, "A Scale for Measuring the Quality of Handwriting of School
Children." Russell Sage Fo\indation, 1911*
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Courtis, in 1909, devised arithmetic tests, Hillegas, in 1912, made a
3
composition scale, and Buckingham,'^ in 1913, made a spelling scale,
Reading was the last of the tool subjects to yield to the testing
movement. No standardized reading test was published until 191 5 • In the
Fourteenth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education
( 1915 ), Courtis^ reported the first attempt to determine standard scores
5in sane of the measurable elements of reading. In 1915, Starch reported a
silent reading test which he had devised. Brown's Silent Reading Test,
7 8
Kansas Silent Reading Test,' Courtis' Test, and Monroe's Standardized
9Silent Reading Test were on the market in 1918, The number of reading
tests have increased rapidly. Today, they are available at all levels, and
in most of the phases of reading.
1
Courtis, S. A, "iieasurement of Gro;rth and Efficiency in Arithmetic,"
Elementary School Teacher, 1909 • 10:38-74, 177-199
•
2
Hillegas, M, B. "A Scale for the Measurement of Quality in English
Composition by Young People," Teachers College
.
1912,
3
Buckingham, B. R, "Spelling Ability, Its Measurement and Distribution,"
Contributions to Education, No. 59. Teachers College, 1913.
4
Courtis, S, A, "Standards in Rates of Reading." National Society for the
Study of Education, Fourteenth Yearbook. Part I, Bloomington, Illinois,
1915
. pp. 44-58.
5
Starch, D, "The Measurement of Efficiency in Reading," Journal of Edu-
cational Psychology, 6:1-24, (January, 1915).
6
Brown, H. "The Measxirement of Ability to Read," Bulletin No, 1 . Bureau
of Research, New Hampshire Department of Public Instruction, Concord,
New Hampshire,
7
Kelley, F. J. "The Kansas Silent Reading Tests," Journal of Educational
Psychology, 7:63-80, (February, 1916),
8
Courtis, S, A. "Problem of Measuring Ability in Silent Reading." Ameri-
can School Board Journal
, 54:17-18, (May, 1917).
9
Monroe, W. S, "Monroe's Standardized Silent Reading Tes^^" Journal of
Educational Psychology
. 9:303-312, (June, 1918)T
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Many authorities have advanced arguments for and against the use of
I
standard tests, Haggerty,^ in an article written in 1916, says educational
I
measurements (l) help to render definite and specific the aims of teaching,
i
(2) help in the correct classification of pupils and stimulate the inven-
tion of methods to reduce variabilities within grades, (3) serve as a guide '
to proper apportionment of school time to various subjects and to other
1
' school activities, (4) are an important instrument of supervision, and (5)
I
i expose weak and efficient teachers,
; 2Starch in the Fifteenth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education states, "Every school system ought to have a department
of testing by means of standard scales and tests, so that the actual abil-
|
ities and achievements of pupils could be rated accurately and made use of
in classification and promotion,”
3 4Woody and Pitts found the same values applied to the use of standard
tests as others, but Pitts suggests some pitfalls to be avoided when using
these standard tests. As dangers to be avoided, she cites (1) tests used
for administrative purposes only, (2) narrowness in the scope of the tests,
(3) attaching too much importance to having a group make a score above the
1
Haggerty, M, E, "Some Uses of Educational Measurements,” School and
Society , 4:762-771, (November 18, 1916),
2
Starch, D, A, "Standard Tests as Aids in the Classification and Promotion
of Pupils , ” National Society for the Study of Education, Fifteenth
Yearbook. Part I, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois, 1916 ,
3
Woody, C, "Tests and Measures in the Schoolroom and their Value to
Teachers," School and Society, 6:61-66, (July 21, 1917)*
4
^
Pitts, C, L. "Values of Standard Achievement Tests," Educational Method ,
17:128-134, (December, 1937)*
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norm, (4) only using one medium for judging a class, and (5) too much em-
phasis on test scores.
The use of tests for what they may contribute to the realization of
important aims of education is growing rapidly and extensively. As a con-
sequence, standard reading tests have been discussed and studied by many
authorities. They have expressed certain standards to be used which should
govern educators in the selection of reading tests for use in the class-
room. Some have expressed doubt as to whether a truly valid test can be
constructed or selected for use in the field of reading. Recent articles
and studies have shown that testing in the field of reading is inadequate
because it fails to take into account and measure certain factors of read-
ing and because the tests do not cover all the objectives of reading.
Arthur I. Gates, ^ in a study of reading tests from grades III through
VIII reported in 1921, states, "While it is doubtless desirable that the
abilities of some should be devoted to the creation of new and better tests,
it is imperative that extensive experimental and statistical studies be
made of the many tests now available, if we are to make rapid progress in
the improvement of testing materials.
"
2
Franzen and Knight state, "When we are in need of indices of reading
ability we must decide the comparative value of the many tests which pur-
port to measure reading in order that we may express our diagnoses in the
best medium available." They also say the justification of a test is not
_
Gates, A. I. "An Experimental and Statistical Study of Reading and Read-
ing Tests." Journal of Educational Psychology
, 12:303o
2
Franzen, R., and Knight, F. B. "Criteria to Employ in the Choice of
Tests," Journal of Educational Psychology, 22:408-411, (October, 1921).
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rsolely the prestige and ingenuity of its maker but the choice of one
should be preceded by careful study of all known criteria of a good test,
Gray,^ in 1925, listed three essential steps necessary to place read-
ing measurement on a scientific basis. First, a clear definition of vari-
ous phases of reading so they can be readily distinguished. Second, tests
in each phase of reading of various degrees of difficulty should be con-
structed, Third, variable factors should be controlled so that the results
of tests are true measurements of achievement in specifically defined
phases of reading. If these steps were followed, it should lead to the
abandonment of most of the current tests, and to the building of more
scientific tests.
Some factors relative to the selection of standardized reading tests
2
,
.
are given in the Twenty-Fourth Yearbook, T>vo main points are, (1) the
tests should be a valid measure of some significant type of reading abil-
ity, and (2) a reading test testing one phase of reading ability shoxald be
supplemented by one testing another,
3Dolch suggests that tests constructed from the teacher's point of
view are needed if testing is to function efficiently. He asks, "Is the
teacher of reading actually aided in her work by the tests of reading now
1
Gray, W. S, "Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading," Supple-
mentary Educational Monographs, published in conjunction with The School
Review and the Elementary School Journal, No, 28, (June, 1925)
•
2
"Bases of Test Selection, " National Society for the Study of
Education, Twenty-Fourth Yearbook, Part I, Public School Publishing
Company, Bloomington, I13j.nois, 1925. P<* 265,
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Dolch, E. W, "Testing Reading," Elementary School Journal, 3Aj 36-A3>
(September, 1933).
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available?” As listed by Dolch, the specific teachings in reading are
(1) meanings of new words, (2) sounding out of new words, (3) sight words,
(4) fluent reading for story comprehension, (5) careful reading for mean-
ing, and (6) how to study. In all these phases, he finds tests to be
either inadequate or entirely lacking.
Gates^ states that "No single test, however long or complicated, can
provide a measurement of the totality of abilities involved in reading;
each test measures only one aspect or type." Also, Gates says that ap-
praisal during the first grade is difficult due to the fact that children’s
reading is limited largely to the specific words they have learned, and
the number of those words included in the test would govern their showing,
2
Frank Butler says there is one criterion in evaluating any examina-
tion and that is, do the mental activities demanded in the test match the
mental activities required vAiile the pup5.1s studied throughout the year?
"The moral is: Test for what you have taught,"
3
Seegers says with present measuring instruments it is impossible to
know accurately the number of words an individual knows and the extent,
depth or area of his knowledge of those words.
1
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Annual Research
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Marion Pease^ says a reading teacher will utilize both standardized
and informal tests, although a good reading teacher can, if necessary,
dispense with standard tests.
The purpose of a study by Ballenger, of fourteen reading tests, was
to determine exactly what words are included in more commonly knovni and
used standard reading tests and to compare these, with their frequency, and
vdth basic vocabulary needs of the individual. He compared these words on
the tests mth two word lists. Teachers Word Book, and Horn’s List. He
found a great difference in vocabularies of the tests with only eleven
words common to the fourteen tests.
In a vocabulary study of nine reading tests offered for use in the
3
first grade. Stone found that on the basis of an adequate sampling of
vrords commonly appearing in preprimers, primers, and first readers, several
of the tests are not suitable.
Poston and Patricl^ say there is a need for more research concerning
materials and techniques used in test construction especially in use of
tests -with and ’.vithout pictures when children are in a reading situation
Pease, M. 0 , "Bases for a Reading Program," Elementary English Review,
17 : 179-182
,
(May, 1940 ).
2
Ballenger, H, L, "A Comparative Study of the Vocabulary Content of
Certain Standard Reading Tests." Elementary School Journal, 23 : 522-
534
,
(March, 1923 ).
3
Stone, C. R. "Validity of Tests in Beginning Reading," Elementary School
Journal, 43 : 361-365
,
(February, 1943).
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Poston, F., and Patrich, J. R. "Evaluation of Vford and Picture Test for
First and Second Grades." Journal of Applied Psycholo.gy, 28 : 142-152
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(April, 1944).
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where words and pictures occur together. It is possible a child’s test
result may be influenced by exclusion of pictures.
Shores^ accepts the invalidities of present general reading tests
and suggests that progress toward higher validity is possible and will be
more so when the reading process is understood more clearly.
Vocabulary Lists
There are available a number of vocabulary lists representing the
results of word counts totaling millions of words. These lists have been
used by the Tjriters of children' s books and standard tests, and have
helped to produce a greater agreement on the words that should form the
core vocabulary of basal readers and other school books.
The most extensive and widely used word list in reading is that of
2
Thorndike, The 20,000 words on this list were selected from 200 or more
sources vjhich included the Bible, textbooks, newspapers, literature for
children, and classics.
There is fairly adequate data on the child's vocabulary at or below
3
the first-grade level. The first investigation, by Ernest Horn, consisted
in combining the words reported in the individual study of the spoken
vocabulary of 80 children ranging in age from 1 to 6 years. These words
1
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3
Horn, Ernest, Horn, Madeleine, and Packer, P, C. "The Commonest Vfords in
the Spoken Vocabulary of Children Up and Including Six Years of Age,
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National Society for the Stvidy of Education. Twenty-Fourth Yearbook,
Part I . Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1925*
pp. 185-192,
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present very interesting information regarding the growth of language abili-
1
ties. The second study was under the direction of Mrs. Ernest Horn,
assisted by the kindergarten teachers of Iowa and Ivlinneapolis, It involved
the analysis of about 200,000 running words of the spoken vocabulary of
2
kindergarten children. The third was by P. C. Packer, and consisted of
the tabulation of about 70,000 running words of the spoken vocabulary of
first grade children in Detroit. These counts were taken from the chil-
dren's statements during more informal school periods.
From these three investigations just mentioned above there was devel-
oped a list called, "The Commonest Words in the Spoken Vocabulary of Chil-
3
dren Up To and Including Six Years of Age. " Results of the three above ‘
mentioned studies listed nearly 5,000 different words, but this list was
cut to 1,082 words by a frequency elimination method.
4 i
Gates constructed a reading vocabulary for the primary grades based
'i
on Thorndike's list. Packer's vocabulary of 10 first readers, Horn's list,
|
i|
and children's literature. The final list comprised 1500 words divided
j
into three groups, the first, second, and third 500, classified under parts
jj
of speech. This is used as a source for the construction of primary read- '
ing tests, and a norm for evaluation of vocabulary burden of books.
|
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Horn, op. cit., pp. 185-192.
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3
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4
Gates, A. I. A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades
.
Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University, New York, 1935.
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Dolch, in an effort to determine the vocabulary of different grades
(from II to VIII), asked 16,206 children to write all the words they could
think of in 15 minutes. Of the 12,622 words procured, all with a fre-
V
quency of 2 were recorded, and were graded approximately.
2
Dolch also developed a combined word list based on fifteen word
studies of three sorts: (1) studies based on children's speech or writing,
(2) studies based on adults' letters, and (3) studies based on reading
matter. Only 24 words were common to the fifteen lists.
The I. K. U. list of 2,596 is vocabulary of normal children before
entering the first grade. This was compiled from three sources: (1) words
children used while attending kindergarten, (2) words children used when
stimulated by pictures, and (3) vrords children used in the home.
4
The Wheeler-Howell word list is based on the count of words used
most frequently in 10 primers and 10 first readers published between 1922
and 1929, and its comparison with the Gates list.
5
To , Rickard word counts are not as helpful as they might be in this
problem of developing a primary recognition vocabulary due to the fact that
these words have failed to agree on a basic primary vocabulary. He shows
1
Dolch, E. W. "Grade Vocabularies." Journal of Educational Research.
16:16-26, (June, 1927).
2
Dolch, E. W. "Combined Word Studies." Journal of Educational Research,
' 17:11-19, (January, 1928).
3
j
"A Study of the Vocabulary of Children Before Entering the
I
First Grade." Child Study Committee of International Kindergarten
* Union, Washington, D. C., 1928.
4
I
Wheeler and Howell, "A First Grade Vocabulary Study." Elementary School
Journal
, 31:32-60, (September, 1930).
3
_
Rickard, G. E. "The Recognition Vocabulary of Primary Pupils." H^eraen-
tary ScRobl Journ^. 29: 281-291 .~~CPecmU^eF7 1935) •
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that of the first 200 v/ords in the Horn list only 123 are in the first 200
of the Gates list. And, in the VVheeler-Howell, of the first 120, only 91
are in combined Gates-Horn lists.
Dolch,^ in 1936, developed a basic sight vocabulary of 220 words by
the comparison of all the best lists of words but included no nouns,
2
The results of a study by Stone which included various previous
vocabulary studies of primary reading books, the Gates revised list of
1935, and standard word lists commonly appearing in children's spoken vo-
cabulary, led to the development of a list of 150 words for beginning read-
ing,
3
Kyte, in his study, developed basic list of 100 common words used by
primary-grade teachers in all phases of their class work involving words.
These words included 31 nouns, 24 verbs, 16 adjectives, 11 pronouns, 9 ad-
verbs, 7 prepositions, and 2 conjiinctions.
4
Idnsland’s list shows for each common word the frequency of usage by
children at each grade level. Of the 25,632 words derived from composi-
tions, 14,571 occurred with a frequency of three or more.
There have been word lists developed for use in the middle and upper
grades, too, but they are not relative to this particular study.
1
Dolch, E. W. "A Basic Sight Vocabulary," Elementary School Journal
,
36:456-460, (February, 1936),
2
Stone, C. R. "Most Important One Hundred and Fifty Words for Beginning '
Reading," Educational Method, IB: 192-195, (January, 1939)*
3
Kyte, G, C, "A Core Vocabulary for the Primary Grades." Elementary School
Journal, 44:157-166, (October, 1943)
•
4
Rinsland, H, D, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children ,
MacMillan Company, New York, 1945*—

These fundamental studies of various phases of word usage have been
made during the past two decades. These include (l) the frequency of oc-
currence of the words in printed matter for (a) children of various ages
and (b) adults, (2) the frequency of occurrence of words in oral usage of
young children from infancy through elementary school and, (3) the fre-
quency of occurrence of words in written material of (a) children of vari-
ous grade levels and (b) adults.
No word list can be considered final as vocabulary constantly grows
from need, stimuli, and use, and children’s experiences go beyond the
lists.
Vocabulary Reader Studies
Facts show that beginning books in reading differ widely in respect
to the basic vocabulary used. There have been many studies of vocabu-
laries of reading books. The purpose of the majority of such studies has
been to determine the number and frequency of the words used. Several
authorities, however, have used their lists as a basis for building a core
vocabulary at the particular level investigated,
Pre-Primers
Pre-primers are of relatively recent origin, so studies of their vo-
cabularies have been made only during the last few years,
1
Gross studied ten pre-primers with copyright dates of 1927 or later
to find vocabularies of these books and the frequencies of each word. The
ten comprised only 393 different words and 238 of these appear four or more
^ » .
1
Gross, A. E, ”A Preprimer Vocabulary Study." Elementary School Journal,
35:48-56, (September, 1934)
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times in the total count. The purpose of this study was to note those
words of relative importance which might serve as a basis for building ex-
perience charts.
1
Hayward and Ordway’s tabulation of 15 preprimers, selected at ran-
dom, revealed a total of 350 different vfords which is less than reported
by Gross. The significant fact is that oniy 3 words were used in all 15
books, and only 18 were in 10 or more books indicating a wide diversity of
practice in the use of words in beginning books for children,
2
Curtis, in 1938, tabulated v/ords from 12 preprimers and found a
grand total of 11,914 running words but only 241 different words. From
this list, Curtis made a core vocabulary of seventy-two words.
Primers
3
Selke and Selke, in a tabulation of twelve primers, found that books
differ widely in the number of words included. And, the vocabulary of any
two books differed so wi-dely that they could hardly be thought of as sup-
plementary to each other,
4
Ikliss Rankin, in a study of 3 primers representing different periods
in publication, attempting to obtain an indication of progress in books
1
Hayward,/;/, .G,,' and Ordway, N, M, "Vocabularies of Recently Published
Pre-Primers," Elementary School Journal, 37:608-617, (April, 1937)*
2
Curtis, H* A. "lYide Reading For Beginners," Journal of Educational Re-
search
. 33:255-262, (December, 1938),
3
Selke, E,
,
and Selke, G. A. "A Study of the Vocabularies of Beginning
Books in Twelve Reading Methods," Elementary School Journal, 22:745-
749, (June, 1922).
4
Rankin, M. I, "A Study of the Recurrence of Words in Certain Primers."
Elementary School Journal
, 28:278-285, (December, 1927)*
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.for beginners, found vocabulary common to primers to be very small, and
no significant change in the ma^nipulation of vocabulary in the two primers
published in 1914 and 1925, respectively, over the primer published in
1907.
Harring made an analysis of 15 primers and found 1260 different
words. Of these, 538 appeared in only one book, and only 34 words appeared
in all fifteen books. Three hundred forty-four words were not in Gates'
list of 1500 and 222 were not in Thorndike's first 2500, while 66 were not
in Thorndike's 10,000 ;vord list,
2
Dolch found primers vary in efficiency in securing a mastery of the
vocabularies included. But, he says that how well the primer succeeds in
word-recognition work cannot be told very well by a standard test because
only a part of the vocabulary of any standard test will have been taught
in any particular primer,
3
Hockett and Neeley compared the vocabularies of 33 primers, and re-
ported a total number of different words of 1,713, with only 25 words com-
mon to all 33 books,
Ida Cooper^ found the range in basal vocabulary for 10 beginning
1
Harring, S, "What Primer Shall I Use?" Elementary School Journal, 32:
207-213, (November, 1931).
2
Dolch, E. W, "The Efficiency of Primers in Teaching Yford Recognition,
"
Journal of Educational Research, 28:271-275, (December, 1934).
3
Hockett, J, A,, and Neeley, D, P, "A Comparison of Vocabularies of
Thirty-three Primers." Elementary School Journal
,
37:190-202,
(November, 1936),
4
Cooper, Ida M, "A Comparative Study of the Organization for Teaching of
Ten Beginning Reading Systems," Journal of Educational Research, 28:
347-357, (January, 1935)^
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reading systems to be from 244 to 391, yet all the primers studied are
claimed by the authors to be based on one or more scientifically con- 'j
structed word lists#
Primers and First Readers
Hockett,^ in 193S, made a follow-up study on 6 primers and 7 first
[
il
readers published after 1935 which substantiates previous conclusions in
j
its indication of a trend toward more restricted vocabulary burden# I
!l
I,
First Reader Studies II
2 i
Packer’s study reported in the T’.ventieth Yearbook emphasized the wide
^
range of vocabulary in the 10 readers and the relative infrequency with
j
which at least 5/7 of the total number of words occurred. The list formu-
lated from this study diverges considerably from the Thorndike vocabulary,
3
Beck, in a study of 8 beginning books published in 1926 and 1927,
found that their vocabularies had little more in common than those pub-
lished before 1922, which were reported on by Selke and Selke# Of the
1,336 different words, 706 appeared in only one book, and only 42 words
were common to the eight#
4
Hockett and Neeley, in a study of vocabularies of 28 first readers,
found that the more recent books tend to have significantly smaller
1
Hockett, J# A, “Vocabularies of Recent Primers and First Readers,” Ele-
mentary School Journal
.
39:112-115, (October, 1938),
2
Packer, J, L. “The Vocabularies of Ten First Readers.” National Society
for the Study of Education, Twentieth Yearbook, Public School Pub-
lishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1919. P^. 127-144*
3
Beck, M. M# “The Vocabularies of First Readers.” Peabody Journal of
Education. 6:224-227, (January, 1929).
4
Hockett, J. A., and Neeley, N# G. “The Vocabularies of Twenty-Eight First
Readers,” Elementary School Journal, 37:344-352, (January, 1937).
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vocabularies and increased repetition of words, and a slightly larger
proportion of their words are in the first 500 of the Gates list.
Second Readers
1
As early as 1918, Housh tabulated words of 10 second readers to de-
termine the range and frequency of words. Only /p.9 words were common to
all ten. This coincided with Packer’s findings in regard to first readers,
in that a large percentage of the v/ords occurred only 1, 2, or 3 times,
2
Stone tabulated 16 second readers, and concluded that "a child, in
order to be independent in the reading of second readers, must have a sur-
prisingly large stock of sight words or must have skill in recognizing
words of one, two, and three syllables or must have considerable maturity
in both abilities.
”
3
Rockett’s findings showed that 29 second readers vary so greatly
that the longest one contains more than 3 times as much reading material as
the shortest, and the most extensive vocabulary is almost 3 times that of
the most limited.
Primary Grade Reader Studies
4
Betts in a study of 13 series published since 1932 to establish a
1
Housh, E. T, "Analysis of the Vocabularies of Ten Second-Year Readers,"
Rational Scoiety for the Study of Education, Seventeenth Yearbook
.
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1916, pp, 40-
45.
2
Stone, C. R. "The Second Grade Reading Vocabulary," Elementary School
Journal
. 35:359-367, (January, 1935)*
3
Rockett, J, A, "A Comparative Analysis of Twenty-Nine Second Readers,"
Journal of Educational Research. 31:665-671, O'lay, 1938),
4
Betts, E, A. "A Study of the Vocabularies of First Grade Basal Readers,"
Elementary English Review, 16:75-69, (February, 1939).

basic list of words used at various levels, found 3 key words common to
13 pre-primers, 34 key words common to 13 primers, and II6 key words common
to 13 first readers. He concludes that basal readers at any one level
vary widely in the number of different words and the number of running
words used. He says "If this type of vocabulary study is significant, then
this study provides a basis for the preparation of test materials."
Stone, ^ in a later study in 1942, analyzed 107 primary grade readers
to formulate an up-to-date graded vocabulary. A conclusion to be reached
from this study is that independence in reading material of a level com-
parable with that of typical new third readers requires a m.astery of a
relatively large vocabulary which cannot be introduced in the five book
series. This study emphasized inadequacy of recently published expanded
series with undue restriction on vocabulary.
Trends in Today' s Readers
The most widely accepted method in reading today seems to be the use
of a basal reading series, especially in the primary grades, although all
authorities are not in accord with this method. There is available today
an abundance of basal readers and related material which can be used ef-
fectively by normal or even moderately handicapped pupils,
2
Uhl states, "Basal-reading materials for the primary grades have been
perfected to such a degree that any one of many systems can be used suc-
cessfully, under ordinary conditions,"
1
Stone, C. R, "A Vocabulary Study Based on One Hundred Seven Primary
Grade Books." Elementary School Journal
. 42:452-455^ (February, 1942).
2
Uhl, W. L. "The Materials of Reading. " National Society for the Study of
Education. Thirtv-Sixth YearboQk>__PubIic_.SchQjol Publishing Gompany^ , ^
Bloomington, Illinois, 1937. p* 210.
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Gates, ^ in 1940, says the place of the basal book is to provide the
foundation and incentive for much vvider, more enjoyable reading than would
be possible otherwise. The basal book is designed to free the teacher so
she can give more attention to the proper selection of other reading ma-
terials, and to the guidance of children in their total reading program,
2
Russell in a questionnaire sent to about four hundred people asked
about general organization, content, vocabulary controls, methods and ac-
cessories for a primary reading program. One hundred twenty-five replies
were complete enough to be tabulated. Practically all the answers in-
dicated a decided interest in a complete well-organized reading program
based on a foundation of carefully built readers.
I
In a similar study on the middle and upper grade levels, Russell and
3
Anderson found 7o per cent of the replies agreed that "units of centers
of interest" should be the organization of basic readers. The group di-
vides evenly on i^diether there should be one or two books at each grade
level for a basic reading program. The group answering the questionnaire,
definitely favors vocabulary control at the fourth grade level, and some
would continue it further,
Nila B, Smith^ predicts "that the basic set of readers eventually
1
Gates, A. I, "The Place of the Basal Books in a Reading Program,"
Teacher’s Service Bulletin in Reading
.
Vol. I, No, 6, MacMillan Cora-
pany. New York, (February, 1940),
2
Russell, D, H, "Opinions of Experts about Primary Grade Basic Reading
Programs," Elementary School Journal, 44:602-609, (June, 1944).
3
Russell, D, H., and Anderson, R, A, "Professional Opinions About Basic
Reading Programs in the Middle and Upper Grades of the Elementary
School." Elementary School Journal
, 46:81-88, (October, 1945),
4
Smith. N. B.
1934. p. 301.
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will disappear. It may continue to wield its power for fifteen years or
I
for fifty years, but in time it will march silently out of the classroom
and be relegated to dusty attics along with its progenitor, the hornbook,'*
1 1
Thorndike is not in favor of the continuance of the use of a series
of readers after the children have learned the fundamental reading skills.
He considers it bad pedagogy to use basal readers as the backbone and main
reliance of reading.
2
Boney is in favor of an extensive reading program, and considers
basic readers superfluous due to the many books of poetry, stories, and
science written for children today. However, he feels there are forces
that will keep basal books with us for a time,
3
The result of an experiment in Montclair, New Jersey, by D, C. Bliss,
although limited in scope, showed it is possible for a superintendent to
make a selection of a basal system of reading on more than mere opinion
I
by use of standard tests.
There are definite trends in the content of these basal readers as
i found through various studies.
k
I
Waters, in examining each of 50 primers and first readers available
I
to first grade found animals to exist in every one of 50 books, workers
! next, and the farm third.
1
I
Thorndike, E, L. "Improving Ability to Read, " Teachers College Record,
36:240, (December, 1934)* II
2
Boney, C, D. "Basal Readers." Elementary English Review, 15:133-137,
(April, 1938).
3
Bliss, D, C. "Standard Tests and a Basal Method of Teaching Reading,"
Elementary School Journal, 18:795^ (June, 1918),
4
“
jWaters, D, "Pre-reading Experience." Education, 54:308-312, (January, !
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1
Ida Cooper in a study of 10 beginning reading systems, found the
tendency to reduce primer vocabulary to its lowest terms, and to base it
on scientific word lists,
2
Gunderson made some significant findings in a study of materials
contained in second readers published from 1916 to 1936 and in 9 readers
with copyright dates of 1934 or later. In the newer books there is an
increasing importance in social studies as textbook material, the pro-
portion of realistic stories is increasing, and the greatest change has
been the decreasing amount of literary or traditional type,
3
In another study, Gunderson, in analyzing 10 series of up-to-date
books found that these readers for grades I, II, III do provide for the
development of meaning vocabulary,
Spache^ finds three definite trends in primary grade readers today.
They are (1) extensive use of colors and pictures, (2) lessening vocabu-
lary burden, and (3) increase in repetition of basic vocabulary and greater
integration among successive readers. In 1930-1931^ the average primer had
only three hundred four different words, while in 1936-1937 ^ the number
dropped to two hundred forty-seven, and primers of recent copyright dates
are only two-thirds as difficult in this respect. The same trend is pres-
ent in first readers.
1
Cooper, op, cit,, pp, 347-357.
2
Gunderson, A, G,, "Types of Reading Matter Contained in Readers Published
Over a Period of 20 Years," Educational Method, 17:226-230, (February,
1938)
.
' 3
Gunderson, A, G, "Provision in Readers for Developing Meaning Vocabu-
I
laries in Grades I, II, III," Elementary School Journal, 43:41-46,
! (September, 1942),
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The foregoing discussion of research shows that an adequate testing
i
I program has considerable educational significance, that the vocabulary
j
differs in basa3. readers, that the scientific word lists differ extensive- il
I ly, and that reading tests on the market today based on these readers and !
i' I
I word lists vary considerably. This study is an attempt to compare the
i|
'
j
vocabularies of several standard tests with the vocabulary of the Easy
Growth in Reading Series,
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CHAPTER II
PLAN OF THE STUDY
This study will present data in an attempt to discover and evaluate
the relationship between the following;
1. The percentage of words from the basal reading series. Easy
Growth in Reading, found on each of ten standardized tests published for
use in first and second grades.
2. The percentage of the total vocabulary from the reading series
found on each of the ten standardized reading tests.
3. The test or tests which should give the most valid score for a
pupil using the Easy Growth in Reading Series.
Criteria for the Selection of the Tests
The ten standardized reading tests for first and second grades were
chosen on the following bases:
1, They are primary reading achievement tests.
2. They are standardized and used in many communities in this area.
Limitations of the Study
The study of these reading tests was limited to the first two grades
because, by the time a child is in the third grade, he reads extensively,
due to the inclusion of more subjects in the curriculum. It would be in-
adequate to check on just the vocabulary of a basic reading system.
Materials Used
1. Tests
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The following is an alphabetical list of the ten reading tests used in
this study:
J
1. American School Achievement Tests Primary I
, Public School Publishing Company Forms A and B
1
Bloomington, Illinois
Primary II
Forms A, B, and C
2« Detroit Reading Test
World Book Company
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York
3. Detroit Word Recognition Test
World Book Company
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York
Grades 1 and 2
Forms A and B
Grade I
Forms A, B, C, and D
L, DeVault Primary Reading Test
California Test Bureau
5916 Holljnvood Boulevard
Los Angeles, 28, California
5. Gates Reading Tests
Bureau of Publications
Teachers College
Colxorabia University, New York
6, Lee-Clark Reading Test
California Test Bureau
5916 Hollywood Boxilevard
Los Angeles, 28, California
Grades 1 and 2
Form 1
Grades 1 and 2 (First Half)
Forms 1, 2, and 3
Primer, Grade 1
Foms A and B
First Reader, Grades 1 and 2
Forms A and B
7. Los Angeles Primary Word Recognition
California Test Bureau
5916 Hollywood Boulevard
Los Angeles, 28, California
8, Metropolitan Achievement Tests
World Book Company
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York
Grades 1 and 2
Forms 1 and 2
Primary I
Forms R and S
Primary II
Foms R and S
9t Reilley Primary Reading Test
Houghton Ivlifflin Company
Boston, Massachusetts
Grade I
Foms A and B
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10, Unit Scales of Attainment
Educational Test Bureau
Educational Publishers Inc,
Minneapolis, Mnnesota
Grades 1 and 2
1 (First Half) Forms A and B
1 (Last Half) Forms A and B
2 (First Half) Forms A and B
2 (Last Half) Forms A and B
2, Books
Following is a list of the books of the Easy Growth in Reading
Series used in this study, arranged according to levels, with information
about the vocabulary load of each book,
a, Pre-Primers
'•Mac and Muff” - Fifty-two words are introduced in this pre-
primer.
'•The Twins Tom and Don” - This book introduces fifteen new
words plus a complete repetition of the fifty-two words from Pre-Primer,
Level One,
"Going to School” - This pre-primer introduces eight new words,
and also repeats the fifty-two words from Pre-Primer, Level One,
b. Primers
"At Play” - This first primer introduces eighty-one new words
wd.th the repetition of the fifty-two words in Pre-Primer, Level One,
"Fun in Story” - Primer, Level Two, introduces sixty-three new
words,
c. First Readers
"I Know A Secret" - This first reader introduces one hundred
sixteen new words. One hundred sixty-five are introduced, but forty-nine
were developed in Primer, Level TVro, On the page titled, "Word List," of
"I Know A Secret” it says, "The basic words are all found in standard word
lists and in meaningful vocabulary lists for the first grade. Omitting the
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6 proper names and the 5 words, (wiggle, boom, jack-in-the box, ker-chug,
and whoo), there are one hundred fifty-four viords, or one hundred per cent
in Gates revised word list.”
'•Good Stories” - Sixty-six new words are introduced in this First i
Reader, Level Two,
d, ..Second Readers
'•Along The Way” - This Second Reader, Level One, introduces one
hundred seventy-four new words. On the page in the Second Reader, titled
"Vocabulary Analysis” the following is stated under ”?/ord Forms,” "Vari-
ants formed by the addition of s, es, d, ed, y, ly, ing, er, and est (com-
parison) are not considered new words if the basic form of the words has
been taught. An exception to this rule occurs where the form of the word
changes as big and bigger, ‘ Variant foms are considered new if presented
prior to the presentation of the root word.
Compound words are considered nevtr unless both component parts have
been taught. Component parts of compound words are not considered familiar
if first presented in compound words,”
"The Story Road” - A vocabulary of one hundred twenty-six words is
introduced in this book.
Securing the >yord Lists
1, From the tests
The vocabiilary of each form of the ten tests was taken from the
test, and listed alphabetically on paper folded in columns with a letter
of the alphabet at the top of each column, although the tests' vjords were
not exactly perfectly alphabetized, each word was placed in about its
i
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correct relative position in the columns. These vocabulary lists, all forms
of each test separate, were then typed and mimeographed for easy reference
in checking against the basal reading series vocabulary. Every word was
taken from the tests in its exact fom, and counted as a separate word in
the tabulation process, to find the total number of words on each form of
every test.
2. From the basal readers
First, the writer listed all the words alphabetically, from each
book of the series. Then, the words from the books at each level were
combined making a total preprimer vocabulary of seventy-five new words, a
total primer vocabulary of one hundred forty-four nev; words, a total first
reader vocabulary of one hundred eighty-two new words, and a total second
reader vocabulary of three hundred new words.
Using A Check List
The vocabularies from the basal reading series at the foxir levels,
pre-primer, primer, first reader and second reader were listed alphabetic-
ally on graph paper.
The names of the tests, with a block allocated to each form of the
tests, were listed across the top. Then, the writer checked the words from
the tests ^vhich corresponded exactly with the words listed as new words in
the Easy Growth in Reading Series. Only the words listed by the authors
as new words in the series were checked.
These check marks were totaled to find the number of words from the '
series included in each fom of each test, up to the point tested by the
'
tests.
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All of these ten tests are not meant to be used through the end of the
second year and some are not meant for the second grade at all. So, the
writer checked the vocabifLary of the series within these limitations.
The American School Primary II, Detroit Reading, DeVault, Lee-Clark
First Reader, Metropolitan Primary II, and the Los Angeles Primary Word
Recognition were checked through the entire second reader vocabulary. The
Gates tests were checked through the second reader, level one. The Ameri-
can School Primary I, Detroit Word Recognition, Lee-Clark Primer, Metro-
politan Primary I, and Reilley were checked only through the grade one
vocabulary of the series. The Unit Scales of Attainment, First Half,
Grade One foms were checked through just the primer vocabulary. The Unit
Scales Second Half, Grade One tests were checked through the first reader.
The Unit Scales test forms for Second Grade, First Half, were checked
through the Second Reader, Level One of the basic series. And, the last
two forms of the Unit Scales for Last Half, Second Grade, were checked
through the entire first and second grade vocabularies of the reading
series.
The data was analyzed, and is presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
i
i
The data obtained from this study were analyzed to determine:
1. The percentage of the words on each test which are words in
the Easy Growth in Reading Series;
I
I
ii
2. The percentage of the total vocabulary in the Easy Growth in ij
i
Reading series which is tested by each test;
3. The most reliable and valid test for a pupil whose basal
reading series is Easy Growth in Reading,
Table I ].ists the total number of words on each test, and the number
of those words which are found in the Easy Growth in Reading Series,
This Table shows that the largest number of total words on any test,
five hundred seventy-four, is found on the American School Primary II,
Fom C. The test having the smallest number of words is the Detroit Vford
Recognition Test, Form D, vdth a total of sixty-three.
The range of words on the tests which are series words is two hundred
forty-five words on the American School, Primary II, Form B, to forty words
on the Detroit Word Recognition Test, Forms A and D,
Table II shows the number of words common to the tests and the readers
at each of the four levels.
The American School II, Form B, has forty-nine words common to the
test and the pre-primer level of the series. Two tests, the American
School I, Form A, and the Los Angeles Primary Word Recognition, Forms 1 and
2, have only thirteen words common to the tests and the pre-primer.
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TABLE I
Name of Tests Total Words Words from Series
American School
Primary I
Form A 176 63
Form B 180 60
Primary II
Form A 526 213
Form B 552 245
Form C 574 232
Detroit Reading
Form A 219 158
Form B 221 153
Detroit Word Recognition
Form A 64 40
Form B 66 42
Form C 69 41
Fom D 63 40
DeVault
Form 1 143 109
Gates
Form 1 373 171
Form 2 381 183
Form 3 401 190 -
Lee-Clark
Prjjner
Form A 91 57
Form B 91 55
First Reader
Form A 211 122
Form B 214 119
Los Angeles Primary Word
Form 1 129 64
Form 2 127 61
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TABLE I (Concluded)
Name of Tests Total "Vbrds Words from Series
Metropolitan
Primary I
Form R 238 85
Form S 227 97
Primary II
Form R 529 227
Form S 530 218
Reilley
Form A 278 129
Form B 282 132
Unit Scales
Grade I, First Half
Form A 263 84
Form B 257 80
Grade I, Last Half
Form A 326 122
Form B 337 135
Grade II, First Half
Form A 399 175
Form B 457 183
Grade II, Last Half
Form A 412 193
Form B 473 198
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TABLE II
T
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II
Tests Pre-Primer Primer First Second
American School
1
I—Form A 13 25 25
Form E U 23 23
II—Form A 40 49 57 67
1
Form B 49 65 61 70
!
Form C 46 50 68 68 i
Detroit Reading
Form A 38 52 43 25
Fom B 38 50 36 29
Detroit ViTord Recognition
Form A U 17 9
Form B 18 16 8
Form C 15 12 14
Form D 16 U 10
DeVault
Form 1 30 31 29 19
Gates
Form 1 42 52 43 34
Form 2 41 68 45 29
Form 3 39 63 47 41
Lee-Clark
Primer
Form A 26 23 8
Form B 23 23 9
First Reader
Form A 20 40 32 30
Form B 22 a 33 23
Los Angeles Primary Word
Form 1 13 25 13 13
Form 2 13 23 14 11
Metropolitan
I—Form R 34 26 25
Fom S 28 32 37
II—Form R 47 57 67 56
Form S
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43 58 55 62
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TABLE II (Concluded)
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Tests Pre-Primer Primer First Second
Reilley
Fom A 36 49 44
Form B 37 48 47
Unit Scales
I—First Half
Form A
Form B
I—Last Half
Form A
36
34
36
48
46
50 36
Form B 38 60 37
II—First Half
Fom A 38 56 52 29
Fom B 46 54 55 28
II—Last Half
Fom A 42 56 44 51
Form B 43 58 55 42
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On the primer level, the Gates test, Fom 2, has the highest number
of words common to the test and reader, siicty-eight. The lowest number of
words common to both is twelve, on the Detroit Word Recognition, Form C*
At the first reader level, the American School II, Form C, has sixty-
eight words common to both, while the Lee-Clark Primer, Form A, and Detroit
Word Recognition, Form B, have only eight words.
On the second reader level, the American School II, Form B, has
seventy \vords which are common to the test and reader. The Los Angeles
Primary Vford Recognition, Form 2, has only eleven words common to both.
Table III shows the number of new words introduced in each book of the
reading series, and the total vocabularies at the four levels
—
pre-primer,
primer, first, and second,
TABLE III
Level
;
Pre-Primers
First 52
Second 15
Third 8
Total 75
Primers
First 81
Second
Total 144
First Readers
First 116
Second 66
Total 182
Second Readers
First 174
Second 126
Total 300
Total new words in the series: 701
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Table IV shows the percentage of words on each of the ten tests which
i|
are in the basal reading system, arranged in descending order.
II
Form I of the DeVault Reading Test vdth a percentage of 76.2 is the
ii
;|
highest with the Detroit Reading, Form A, 72.1 per cent, and Form B, 69.2
!
per cent coming second and third. From the 76.2 per cent the percentages
range downward to the lowest two which are Unit Scales of Attainment,
lj
Grade I, First Half, Form A with 31*9 per cent, and Form B with 31«1 per
TABLE IV
Naraes of the Tests Percentages
DeVault, Form 1 76.2
Detroit Reading
Form A 72.1
Form B 69.2
Detroit Word Recognition
Form B 63,6
Form D 63.5
Le e-Clark, Primer
Form A 62.6
Detroit Word Recognition
Form A 62.5
Lee-Clark, Primer
Form B 60.4
Detroit Vi/brd Recognition
Form C 59.4
Lee-Clark, First
• Form A 57.8
Form B 55.6
Los Angeles Primary
Form 1 49.6
Form 2 48.0

TABLE IV (Coatinuod)
Names of the Tests Percentages
Gates
Fom 2 48.0
Fonn 3 47.3
Reilley
Form B 46.8
Unit Scales, Grade II, Last Ha3_f
Form A 46.8
Reilley
Form A 46.4
Gates
Form 1 45.8
American School, Primary II
Form B 44.4
Unit Scales, Grade II, First Half
Form A 43.8
Metropolitan, Primary II
Fom R 42.9
Metropolitan, Primary I
Fom S 42.7
Unit Scales, II, Last Half
Fom B 41.8
Metropolitan, II
Fom S 41.1
American School, II
Fom A 40.5
Form C 40.4
Unit Scales, I, Last Half
Fom B 40.0
Unit Scales, II, First Half
Form B 40.0
Unit Scales, I, Last Half
Fom A 37.4
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TABLE IV (Concluded)
^58
Names of the Tests Percentages
American School, Primary I
Form A 35.8
Metropolitan, I
Form R 35.7
American School, I
Form B 33.3
Unit Scales, I, First Half
Form A 31.9
Form B 31.1
Table V shows the percentage of the total vocabulary of the basal
reading series tested by each of the tests, arranged in descending order.
The percentages of the total basal vocabulary, which could have been
tested, are extremely low, ranging from 38.3 per cent to 8.7 per cent.
The two tests which rated the lowest in the other percentages rated
the highest in this, the Unit Scales of Attainment, Grade One, First Half,
Form A with 38.3 per cent and Form B with 36,5 per cent.
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TABLE V
Tests Foms Percentages
Unit Scales, I, First Half A 38.3
Unit Scales, I, First Half B 36.5
American School, II B 34.9
Unit Scales, I, Last Half B 33.6
American School, II C 33.0
Gates 3 33.0
Reilley B 32.9
Metropolitan, II R 32.3
Reilley A 32.1
Gates 2 31.8
Unit Scales, II, First Half B 31.8
Metropolitan, II S 31.0
Unit Scales, I, Last Half A 30.4
Unit Scales, II, First Half A 30.4
-American School, II A 30.3
Gates 1 29.7
Unit Scales, II, Last Half B 28.2
Unit Scales, II, Last Half A 27.5
Metropolitan, I S 24.1
Detroit Reading A 22.5
t
Detroit Reading B 21.8
Metropolitan, I R 21.1
Lee-Clark First Reader A 17.4
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TABLE V (Concluded)
Tests Forms Percentages
Lee-Clark First B 16.9
American School, I A 15.7
DeVault 1 15o5
American School, I B 14.9
Lee-Clark Primer A 14.2
Lee-Clark Primer B 13.7
Detroit vVord Recognition B 11.4
Detroit Word Recognition C 11.2
Detroit Word Recognition D 10.9
Detroit V/ord Recognition A 10.7
Los Angeles Primary Word 1 9.1
Los Angeles Primary Word 2 8.7

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIOMS
The purpose of this study was to compare the vocabulary of the Easy
Gro^vth in Reading Series with the vocabularies of ten first and second
grade standardized readi.ng tests to discover;
1, vl/hat percentage of the words on each test of the ten tests were
words in the basal reading system;
2o Vi/hat percentage of the total vocabulary of the reading series is
tested by each of the ten tests;
3. li/hich test or tests yield the most valid score.
The data, which were obtained from this study, were analyzed. The
following conclusions are made:
1, The percentage of words on the ten tests, which are basal reader
words, ranges from 76,2 to 3!<>1 per cent,
a. Form I of the DeVault Reading Test has the highest percent-
age, 7^*2 per cent,
b. The Unit Scales of Attainment, Grade I, First Half, Form B,
has the lowest, 31»1 per cent,
2, The percentages of the total basal vocabulary tested by each test
is very low, ranging from 38.3 per cent to 8,7 per cent,
a. The Highest percentage is in the Unit Scales of Attainment,
Grade One, First Half, Form A
—38*3 per cent,
b. The Los Angeles Primary Vford Recognition, Form 2, has the
lowest percentage, 8,7 per cent.
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APPENDIX A
Basic Word List—Pre-Primer
a Mac
and may
are me
at Mother
away
Baby
miss
Muff
ball Nancy
bed
birthday
not
Bob
bow-wow
one
boys party
play
can
cake
puppies
come ran
read
did ride
Don run
Father said
find school
for see
fimny she
get table
girls thank
go the
going they
good three
good-by to
this
Hall two
have
he
Tom
here
hide
under
hom.e wanted
wants
is we
what
kittens
likes
where
with
look
looked
you
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APPENDIX B
Basic Word List—Primer
after Fairy monkey tail
airplane farnn Mr. talk
all fast Mrs
,
that
am fell my them
Anne feed there
around fun near tiger
as frog nest time
asleep no tippety
guess now tip-tip
balloon ground too
be oh toys
bear has on train
best had our tramp
big Halloween out tree
black happy turtle
blue head peep
boat hear pig up
boom heard played us
Bushy help pony
but hen pretty voice
him pull
came his pumpkin walk
catch hop pussy wake
chicks hoppety was
Christmas house quack water
climb went
cluck I rabbit white
cold in rain will
cow it red wish
creep rooster
crack Jack yellow
crying Jack-in-the-Box sack your
Jack-o-lantern Santa
do Jean Santa Claus
dog just sat
doll saw
down lamb snow
drum leg soldier
duck let something
little squirrel
eat live stay
eggs stop
elephant made story
eyes make
man
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APPENDIX C
Basic Word List—First Reader
about coon into postman
afraid corn puppy
again could joke put
animals cry jump
apples jumped reach
ask day right
ate dear keep robin
dinner ker-chug rubber
back drop kind
bang knock sand
basket early know Sand-man
Bantam Easter Saturday
bee every last scratch
began laugh secret
bigger faces laughed send
biggest fishing leaves sh-sh-sh
Billy flew letter singing
birds fly liked sleds
blew found lions sleep
boiinced fox lived smells
box friend long so
book Frisk lost spread
bring from stocking
brown Fuzzy many spring
Brownies Mary stones
bus garden mirror sun
buy gave moo su.rprise
buzz gingerbread mouth store
by - give morning swim
glad some
called gobble night soon
candy grasshopper noise
car green nose take
card nuts tell
chairs hang than
Chatterbox hat oak their
cheer hello of then
chug-a-rug her old thought
clickety-clack hiding open threw
cLickety-click high opened tiptoed
circus himself over tomorrow
climbed hole to-night
clown honey paper took
cock-a-doodle-do how please top
coining tricks
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APPENDIX C (Concluded)
tried
Trigger
truth
turkey
\intil
very
waddle
wake
walked
way
were
vfhen
who
why
whoo
wiggle
wiggled
woods
world
would
wrote
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APPENDIX D
Basic IVbrd List—Second Reader
almost coat
alone conductor
along cookies
always cool
an corner
angry cooky
another count
any curb
banana
curl
cried
barked crawled
barn crow
beat coconut
beautiful cut
behind
because dance
been danced'
bell ding-a-ling
better disappeared
bicycle don't
bill door
bone dream
both Dudley
bow
brave each
branches ears
brook Eddie
brothers elevator
Brunny engineer
bucket enough
bugs ever
burn everything
butterfly excuse
cage fall
care far
caterpillar farmer
caught fat
caw feather
chuckled fence
children field
Cinder fill
city fine
cleaning fire
clothes first
fish Jan
five Jimmy
flies join
float Jungleville
flowers Judy
flyer
forget kangaroo
forgot kitty
four klumpity
Freddie knew
Friday laiot
frightened
lady
goat Lassie
gone lettuce
goose lie
grandmother light
Grandpa lightning
grass lily pad
grew log
grow lollipops
grumble
mamma
hairs meadow
hands mean
handkerchief meeting
happened Mickey
hatchet middle
hay minute
hive Moho
hopped Molly
horns money
hot moon
humped more
hurried much
hurry must
hurt mud
hurrah
name
ice need
ice cream neighbors
if net
Indians never
new
next
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APPENDIX D (Concluded)
nice sad taste wings
none Sah-mee tears winter
noon sang tent wise
nothing says Thanksgiving woodpecker
screamed themselves work
off second these worm
often seem thing wrong
once seen think ^Vuzz
or sending third
orchard shake through yard
other shall tickled year
outside sharp tie yum
owl shiny Tim
shore tinkle
pair show tired
pants shut together
parted side told
path sister toot
pet sing torn
Piba sitting tracks
picked six trouble
piggie skins twenty
place skippy
plenty small uncle
pocket smoke used
Polly snail useful
pointed soft
present sorry vest
proudly- splash visit
started
quickly station wagged
still wait
radio stories watch
railroad strange waved
rattles street waves
ready string wear
ripe stopped welcome
river stuck well
road suddenly wet
roar sure which
robber swam while
rode swing whistle
rumble swung window
Rusty-Rascal stick winked
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American School Achievement Primary I-A
age east loaf shake
ago egg look sheep
and lost ship
ant farm love shut
any farmer ' sit
fed mail . six
banana feed might south
because feet milk speak
become fell mitten spill
began fix mix star
book flag start
brown frog near stay
bump funny need stile
nest still
cake game next store
calf gate nl^t swing
called gave
came gay only table
candle glad take
candy glass peanut teach
catch goat pear think
clean grade peep tie
clear penny took
cloud hammer people tooth
coat hand piano touch
cold hear pie town
collar hide pig
cook home pin upon
could please
cradle Jump plum wait
cried Just pony wake
crov? poor wallc
crowd kind pretty want
cut kitten puppy TTatch
purple was
dear lake push vjay
desk last pussy- what
ding leave wheat
dieh leaves rain which
does left ran wliile
dollar ' legs rat \diip
drink life read why
drum lift ready wind
duck light redbreast .WL'sh
dvist like reindeer Y(ith
lily ride
each li.ns robin
eagle lion rooster
early live rule
earth lun
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again engine
enough
bad
bock
eye
beautifiil face
bod father
before feet
begin fell
behind fence
baaid© fin®
boy fire
brother five
brush food
bug
butter four
buttercup fos
butterfly
buy
friends
garden
caga gate
can gatliar
canoo give
car glad
care glass
cart goes
cat going
catch gold
cent good
chair_ goody
chase grass
chick
chicks had
circua hair
count has •
cracker heard
crept heart
cried hen
cross here
crow herself
crovjd I'dd
cry- himsslf
cut
daisy
hit
hop
day if
dear is
denre it
down
draw kept
key
kick sang .
kiss saw
Imow say
aho®
left shop
letter show
light shut
little sick
live sled
love sleep
sly
middl® some
miss stay
iLoney step
monkey stcfy'd
mouth sugar
IQUSt
mut
sura
jqyealf tail
-talk
nail teeth
name thank
thsmsslvee
of those
on they
ovsr thing
Q3L three
tie
pen Ull
penny today-
pet told
pie touch
pig to-fi?n
place toy
plain tried
plant turkey
play turn
player
plum i!?ali
put well
yjhich
rain iTiil
rap ^)dsh
ready- with
red * within.
ride wolf
ring work
row ’ viouid
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a bright
about brook
after bi'other
air brothers
ail busy
alio’^ by
alon^
altogether cables
an called
ardiaal calm
animals can^
another cap
ansYfQred captain
any card
anything caro
aro csra
as Charles
asked choerfiLl
c> A*
cl ii cent
attacspt cents
away Chi (3ago
children
back chopped
baked circus
barn city
be clean
bears cloar
bed clip
bsfcre el.lppad •
beggar clipping
begin close
bogins cloth
behind clov-da
being coals
bell coarse
boat coat
b3t?/0on cold
big colony
black continu-od
blosson, cooked
blow corn
blow's costs
boards cot
boat could
boats cross
Bobby
book
CHu
boy dai'k
boyi5 day
bread days
deop fai’ming
decide fastens!
dolicato father
deliver fearful
dep.art • foel
deposit follow
describes
,
felt
dosir© few
ditenond fields
did fiercely
dj,fficult fight
dinner ' filthy
dirty- find
dish fins
dishes
.
fire
dismal first
distant fish
do flat
dock • floui'
doctor follofw
does following
dogs food
doing foot
doll for'
dollar four
door friend
doubt frightsasd
dough from
down f'urniture
(iovaihsartod
drew gardener
driver gave
duties gentleman
girl
each giVQ
©ai'th gives
early glad
east gloomy
eat go
enginaor goas
avary gold
everybody good
everything green'
S3JCliS© ground
face
group
groups
fact
fam:lly had
hsndfulc
ff’.mer happy
h4rd labor
have ladies
heard land
heavy landed
helped largo
her lacy
her® leg
hill length
hia letter
his light
hitched nice
hold likes
horns little
honest
hooks living
hop© load
horses logs
hot lonely
hour looked
house looking
how loom
huga lost
hungry loudly
huiitsd lowering
hunting
hurried machiiie
if
laade
make
I’m malces
immens© making
in man
Indians many .
inciastrious map
into Mary ’8
is
_
n&y
island means
it measure
its medlcins
Jans
mi3ii
aionded
Japan ffiila
dQ7?9l minuts
John’s ml»3
Journey- ini^:sd
Joy morning
Joyfiil most
Juinpod mother
move
J2T.lCh
knock ay
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name possible sheep taken wall<B
narrow pounding sheep®
3
teacher want
noay
"'V proceed ship tell wanted
never pulled shouted tells was
nev; put shut ten washed
noisy sick tent washing
none quiet side terrified water
north quietly signal that ¥»ay
not silent the w©
nothing ragged sincere their wear
number receipt single them weeks
numerous recreation sink then mil
regular sister things went
ocean reindeer size this were
of rejoice sleds thi'oe west
often replied slept what
oH rides slowly time wheat
on rings small times when
once river smiling to where
ono robust Sfeilth today whether
opposite rocks 80 together vshich
or room softly told v^iile
others ropes some took whisper
our rough sometliing tops whistle
out round sometimes toy who
outdoors runnera soon train whom
outside sorry tree fddth
over sad south tress will
own safe sppak tricks window
said spool trip wish
pacl:aga sailors spring t\irn wisiiss
pairs saleeman stamp turns vdth
party same stand tvdce vjomn
passengers sand stands^ two viomen
pebbles sat start twos woods
people saw steam Vfool
perform scale stop uncle word
permit school stones unhappy words
picked scout stop unhook worked
picture scouts stove up would
piecs screaming strange uproar - woven
place Bocuro stream usefiii
plant securely strong usually yard
planted ses suBEner yam
play se.nd sun very ye?uling
played several svd.a visiting York
plays sawed voice you
please shake table
polf-camAn shallow tables wait
population'. she toko waiting
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a bears city
above beast close
account beating cloth
across because cold
address before contented
advance began contents
adventure behind cooled
afraid beside com
after best corner
afternoon Betty correct
again big costly
against biggest costs
ahead bird cotton
air birds could
airplane black country
alike blow cousin
alive bold cows
all book creature
alligator both creeks
alloYfed boy crowd
altogether boys cruel
among brave custom
an bread cut
anchor brick
and broken dark
animal building date
aniraala but day
answered by daytime
apart delay
apparent called descent
apple calm describee
are cam© devoured
camp M.ck
around can did
arrowheads cap different
arrows careless dime
as carry dimes
ask cat dinner
asked catch direction
at cau^it dish
attend cavoa do
attracted cents does
auto certain dog
autos chance dove
avny cheap down
chickens drink
back cliildren driving
banlcfl chip during
be chipped
boar circus each
easier gained insects
eat game into
eats games invitation
egg garbage is
ei£^t gat it
enclosed girl its
engine girls
ever give jack
everyone glad Jane
exciting go Jane'! 3
e^qjensiv© goes John
good Jiinior
fair grass
fall ground keep
far grows keeper
farm keeps
fast had Idnd
father hanging kinds
fearfully hard know
fed harmless
feed hat ladder
feel hauled lake
feet have land
field he large
fields head last
fiercest heart lay
find heated leave
finds help leaves
finished her length.
fire herd less
firemen hid® letter
first him like
fish Ills liked
five holes likes
flaps hollow little
flat home live
flies horse lived
flint hot lives
fly hour long
fond house look
food how looking
for hungry lose
forests hunt
forward hunting made
found maid
friend I make
frightened if makes
from in man
fruit includo many
fu3.1 Indiana may
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me other replied some . tired Yjhom
means our reecusd something to wild
men out rest soon together Tdll
merchant over restful speed told wind
met o^tIs return spoiled . tomatoes vdndow
mice owned ride squirrel tomon*ow vdngs
milk right stable too Ydnter
minute pQclcdSd road stamp took with
miss pail robins stamps towards vdthdraw
moderate pair roof started toys wither
modern palaces rows staying tree v/o:ii®n
money paper rude steam trees woods
month paragraph still trip TfOOl
moon parent safe sting turn words
morning parents said stone two would
most paste sail - stood Yfreck
mother pasture sale stopped ugliest vfrite
move peeked same store uncle wrong
much ' pencil sand storekeeper under
muscle people save s-bonny unfair yard
must period saw string unselfish year
my penaission say stjrolled until you
person says suddenly up your
near picked scented summer useless
needed picnic school Sui-iday usually zoo
nost placed scouts sure
naw pUy sea valuable
ni^t playground search table very
nine - point season
,
take visit
no policeman see talk
noon ' pend seen tall wagsns
not postage selflshnsse taste wall
now potato separate teacher want
nuts press seven ten wanted
pull she that was
ocean purchase sheep the water
0* clock push ship their waving
of put shore them way
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often quickly show there week
old showed they went
on rain sidewalks these were
one raised similar things wet
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a bent carried
about berries canyon
above beside caught
accoiuaodated caves
afraid ‘Dotty Charles
after big.' charred
afternoon birds cheer
again bite cheerful
airplanes black cherries
alike boards choked
all boat circus
alone both clay
along bottom closed
also
,
bought cloth
always boys clothes
America bread clouds
ancient breathlessly clumsy
and bright cold
angry brightly collect
animals brother color
apart brown Colorado
appeared buff colored
apples bulb • ooiors
are bulbs comes
arrested built complete
as burdock cord
asked bum com
asleep burned cotton
at burnt could
aunt bushes cousin
awake but covers
afraken buy crawl
away by cruiser
Byrd cut
back cuts
bag cake
ball called dance
balloons came dandelion
batik can dark
bars candy days
bark deep
barns derrick
baskets • describes
bo desire
boars' did
beautiful different
because dish
belong distances
below diver
beneath divide
do flower hill
does flowers him
dog flows hiiiiself
door flying hire
doors follow his
down following )iona
dozen food hot
drake' for hotter
dress forty hour
dried found hours
drop four liouse
duck's frigid how
dull from hung
fruit huge
each fruits hut
early fur
earn further I
east ice
easy ^rden in
eat Gkiorge insects
eaten get interesting
earth give into- .
Edison glow Is
electric go it
elephants ^es its
enough going
escape good Jack
even grain Jan®
evening grand John
expert grandfather
grass
joint
faced • gray keep
factory great kept
fair green Idck
fall ground kind
far grov*? kinds
father guest knowledge
feathers gully
feed lack
feeds haired ladder
feel happy lake
fennl© hard large
fen has lasted
find have leader
finish he laather
first heat leave
fish held loft
fishermen her length
fishing here lift
float high light
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lilce obey quality-
likes observe quick
little obtain
live October rail
lived of railroad
look old rainfall
looked on record
long once red
lose one regions
lOT? only relief
open remain
machine opened remember
machinery opposite rented
made or result
malting other Richard
male others ride
many our riding
match out rim
matches over river
means overhead road
measure own roared
men Robert
merely pale robins
minute party rock
mile peaches roots
miles pea nuts row
misty pem^
Monday people
.
sad
money perhapo said
monkeys pet safe
month picture same
more piece sand
morning pieces saw
most pins scare
mountain place sd-iool
mountains plank second
planks see
narrow planted seeds
native planting seemed
near plants seize
nearly play sell
nice pleasant selling
ni^t poor set
no poorly settle
north poppy settled
not possess seven
notice praise shape
nothing pulling sliapcs
number put ^e
mits puts ship
quality
iriini
shoes take village
shore task visit
short tells visits
side than
sighed that wagon
silence the walked
silk their walking
sizes th^ want
skate then warm
skates there was
sl^ these \?atch
sleep they watched
slices Uiiicknesa way
slow t^iis we
slowly those wear
small thouf^t weeding
snow thread weeds
so throe Tjoek
soil throu^ weeks
sold throw well
some time \'fent
something tired were
sometimes to vrest
soon today wet
sorry took what
south top vrfieat
speed toy v^ieels
split travel vshen
spoil tree where
spring trees which
start tribe ^^ile
stay tricks • ^^0
steel trip . wide
stem two T^iild
stick will
stopped unde wind
strange under window
street until vandovirs
string unusual- wings
stripped up winter
strong upon wisdom
sudden us with
suddenly used vjomn
sugar usually wood
summer woods
sunny varieties T»00l
supplies vegetables word
swift vegetation would
SYTiftly very
swimmer vcv’ssel year
yelled
yet
yield.
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Detroit Peading Test Pom A
3i city hang of take
afraid closed. happy on telling
all cold has one ten
always color have our the
an colors he out they
and comes helped this
any corn hen picturas three
anyone corner her play tiiQ®
apple country him played to
around his playing too
asleep day home pretty top
away dinner horse put took
at dog house puts town
dolls toy
baby down in rabbit toys
baby'
a
into rabbit •
s
tree
bad eat is ran t??o
bag eating it ready
ball enou^ its red until
balls every . ride up
bank eyes Jack rd.dos
bar^ jumped road very
basket farm rolled visit
back fast kind rton
be father king wagon
bed field kitten saves walk
beds firs saw wanted
big flag like school watch
Billy flower little see vias
black flowers live set wc
blowing for lived she went
blue four long shining were
books fo;: sick when
boys made sister (fAiite
boy garden making sitting will
bread gave man slowly wind
brother get Mary snow vdnter
brown girls liary's 30 with
buy
-
glad mine soldier woods
by go money some work
gold Mother 5pot
call grass mouth spring yclloY?
came gray stays
can green name store
candy growing near s tori’-
carrying Gruff new strong
cent nice Qummer
cents had nose sun
cliildren half not
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Detroit Reading Teat Fora B
a dark herself old ten
all day him on that
an dinner his one the
and dog home open their
any down horse other them
are hot our there
aroTind each house out they
asked eggs hurt this
at every paper tin
ate eyes in papers to
away into part told
fast is pen together
baby fat piece too
bad father Jack pig took
ball fell Jack«o pigs toys
bails field John ' place trees
bank firaroan just play
basket firemen playing up
bat five keys •playa^
bed flag kind poor very
big glowers • kitten pretty
birds food put wagon
black for laughed wait
blue from learning ran v?alk
boat funny like red was
book lilies ride watch
boy game little
. ridi.ng water
boys garden lived running way
box gave lives w©
boxos get long said went
brown gets love saw ware
by go school <whaa
going made see white
cake gold man saD.ls Ydll
came good Mary she win
care grass Kary' s sick windows
cents gray men sled Yvlnter
chickens grew might sleeps ndth
children grow* minded snow without
clean morning snowing working
coat had money some
cold hand Mother store yard
coming happy must street you
could hard strong
coxintry have nice sweet
covered has no
cx^ss he not take
crying head takes
cut helped of talk
helps off tall
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Detroit Woi^l Recognition Test Form A Detroit Word Recognition Test Form 3
a makins a little
and man an
apple milk and man
apples mother apple making
milk
balls of ball mother
bear on balls
bed ones bear of
big ovor bed on
bird big one
bird'
a
black
playing bird
black
over
boy- rain boy playing
bread running boys
buying bread rain
singing buying
can sleqjing singihg
children some can sleeping
corn
telling
children
corn
soma
door the coma tailing
dovm three the
to door three
eating tree da^n to
two tree
father eating two
fire under
flying up father under
for fire up
,
walk flying
girl water for walking
giving i^te water
going with girl Yiliite
ground
her
iTill
girls
giving
going
ground
vdth
Ills
horse
house
in
into
king
leaves
little
her
hill
his
horse
house
in
into
.
king
leaves
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Detroit Word Recognition Form C Detroit 7/ord Recognition Form
a man a on
after milk after over
an mother and
and at pretty
apple of putting
apples on ball -
aroimd one bed rain
at over bird ride
bird# running
ball playing blowing
bed puttii^g book sawing
big boy singing
bird reading bread sitting
blowing running sleeping
book cans some
books savdng children
boy school corn taking
box singing the
bread small down to
some dress tre®
carrying
children
sun drinli two
coming table
the
eating under
drinking train y’' father water
A
to flying watch
eating top for idnd
egg tree window
eggs two girl
girls
with
white
father
flowers
Yrater
wind
going
flying Ydth hand
for
firom
girl
hill
rilis
7.=ood happy
her
his
horse
house
in
her
horse
house
in
into
looking
leaves
mald-ng
•
.
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leaves
little
making
man
mother
of
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DeVault Primary Reading Test Form 1 Grades 1 and 2
a frog
again full
along
and girl
are girls
asked give
as goat
away go
grass
ball grow
bear
bears has
bird have
birds he
black her
blue house
bread houses
box horses
how
came hungry
can
cat I
children in
chickens into
coat is
could it
day know
did
does llttlo
dog live
dogs log
doll long-
do
make
ears men
eat money
©gea moon
mother
fast mouse
foet mouth
fish liTo
fit
flag neither
flaw • nest
fly new
found no
four nor
for not
fox
one wheat
once whore
on who
other why
vdngs
plant with
playing woods
put
ran
work
would
rabbit yes
rabbit's you
rest young
. said
sat
say
school
she
sheep
sing
so
some
sometimes
squirrels
stop
sun
svdm
tails
thank
that
three
the
then
to
today
tree
trees
two
very
want
v/anted
was
water
well
were
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C^te3 Primary Eeading Tests (First Half) Pom I
a closed finding how makes rain
across clothes first hung man rained '
again clock five may ran
an cluck fix I meat rats
and coat flag if men read
apple cock floor in mice red
apples cocoa fly ink mile rid©
ars colt flying into money river
asked cook foot is more road
automobile com for it mother rock
corner fork mouse roof
baby cover four. joximoy must room
back cow fox Jump root
badly cross frog nail run
ball crow from keep name running
band full key near runs
bank dark king new
.
bark daughter gams kite next said
barn dirt gates kitten not sand
basket dirty get knife saw
be • dish go of say
bear divide goat lady office sea
bed do goes lake on see
bell dog gold last one seven
big dog*s got leaf only shall
bird doll ground leave open shirt
block donkey > grow left out shop
blow door letter over shot
boat draw had He should
bottle dress hair Hes pair showing
bow drive hand Hfts pan shows
box
.
drop hands Hght paper si01
boy dropped has Hks peaches silk
butter duck hat likes pears sit
buy have liking pencil sits
ear hay Hly person skat®
eats he Hn© pick . sleds
can eating head Hp picture sleep
candy elephant hear little pies sleeps
cap hen Hve pig slow
car her Hves pink smokes
cat face here loaf place smell
cants falling liide long pleasant anile
chalk fan hill look plajdng snow
change fans ' his lost- poison soldiers
cliild famer hold policsiaan some
children fat holding made poor song
clap father hook maid pretty soup
clean feat hot mail princess South
cleaning fight hour make put stair
find house
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Gates Primary Reading Tests (First
stand under
stands
star
up
starts wagon
stay walks
stick vralklng
stop wall
store want
story wanting
stove \»arnjer
street ivas
strong water
suit way
sun mys
went
table what
take wheat
talk wheel
talked when
tall where
teacher which
tell while
tells white
tent who
thank vdnd
that window
the winds
there ;?ith
these woman
they TOod
thing woodpecker
things word
think wore
this would
three writ®
thro^
tie
•writing
.
tine you
to j'oung
told
took
top
town
toy
train
tree
trees
try
twelve
W*;YO
your

Gates Primary Reading Test Fom II
a camp eating
again can't eats
all care
always ' card eggs
an cart elephant
and cat every
are cent eyes
asked change Ti.-''
automobile cheese fair
away cherry fairy
child family
baby children fanning
baOk church fans
bag clang farmer
ball' clock faster
balloon comb ' fastest
band come father
bank cook feathers
bark cool feed
barn corn feel
be cotton few
bear country field
been cover fields
before cow find
bell .cows fire
between crayon first
big crying fish
bird cup five
bite flag
black dance flour
bloom dark flowers
boat desk fold
book did for
box digs four
boy dish frog
brave do from
bring doing
brown dog had
build doll hammer
bump dolls hand
bujr^js ' down hands
bunch draw handkerchie.
bwn dress hard
biiy drink has
by dri.nldng he
drum head
cago duck help
cake ducks hen
call her
cam© eat here
hiding lives part
high look passed
hill looking^ pens
him lost picture
his lunch piece
hit pig
hits made place
hold mail plain
horn make play
horse man playing
hot many policeman
hour march porch
house marfc pot
houses marks prince
how matches pull
hungry me pulls
hurt met pumping
milk pum];Mn
I milking punches
if miss puppy
in money put
into monkey
is month rabbit
it morning raining
Its mother rat
mouth rather
kind ray read
king reading
kitchen nails real
kite napkin rides
kitten near riding
know neck ri^t
need ring
lake nice rings
lamb not river
land road
large ot robin
last old roll
lay on roof
lays one rooster
leave orange rope
left out run
log
let
ovrn running
lights psge said
like pail sand
likes pair saw
line pairs school
UttlQ pan sea
live paper ssw
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Gates Primary Reading Test Fom II
Ge*,V3 two
she
shoe under
Ghonld
chow very
shovdng
shows wagon
sid© walk
s5jigin2 v/alkLng
sister v/alks
sit wall
slcate ivant
skips was
sleeps wash
snow ivatch
soap water
soldier way
some Y/ent
south were
state what
stick where
store which
street Tfihite
STdm who
{Jidisraing why
svdng vdfe
will
table wind
takes window
talk Yfing
teacher winter
ten Ydsh
than Ydsher
that with
the woman
then woodpecker
these Yjord
they writ©
tiling
thJLs you
to young
told your
took
toy
toys
train
tree
turn
turned
.
turns
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Gates Primary Reading Test Form III
a by does funny Idte of
airplane dogs kitten office
all cabbage doll garden knew old
almost . cage dollar gate on
alone cake dolly gave lamp once
an calf donkey geese late one
and call door girl laugh only
aniinal came dovm give leaves orange
apples captain draw go letter oranges
are carrots dress goat lettuce out
ana cat dzdnk going like oven
arms caterpillar drinking grass likes over
asleep cart drum grapes line oxen
at cent duck green lion
ate change grow lip page
cheese each guess nttle paint
baby chick eagle live pair
back chicks ears had lives pan
ball chicken eat hall log papa
band children eats hand look paper
bank chimney eggs has looking park
bark Christmas elephant hat loss peanut
barn circus end have , peanuts
barns city engine hay made pears
basket cleaning eye he mail pen
bat climb hen make pencil
beautiful climbing face her makes penny
bed cliinb$ factory here making person
before coat fairy hiding man picture
bell clock family him meadows pie
best close father his milk piece
big cloth feet holding money pig
biggest come fill home monkey pigeon
bird corn find honey moon pin
black corner fine hop more plant
boat cow fire horse mother plums
book cradle fish horses mouse policeman
booklceeper cried five house must pony
bottle cross flag hungry potatoes
bows crow flies nail pretty
box cup flower I name prince
boy cut flowers in neat pumpkins
brave fly into nest pupil
bread daisy food is nice puppy
bringing dance for it nickel put
broken den fork ni^it
broom dig foXJT jar nine queen
bunch dirty fox just nose
butter do from not rabbit
buttercup doctor full kitchen rabbits
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Gates Primary Reading Test Fonn III
-2-
raining stick was
raises stocking wash
reading stockings vatch
ride stone waves
rides stop v/hat
riding stove were
ring sugar wheat
road suit wheel
robin sv.'allow vsiien
rock sweater Y^iite
roll SYfeet who
rooster SYjim vd-gviom
rope swimming vfing
rose svdng winter
run wish
running table wolf
inins tail wood
take work
sail takes works
Santa tall^ would
says teacher
sees telephone yellow
shake that you
she the
ship their
shoe them
show there
silver these
sister they
sitting thing
sits things
skate think
sled this
sleep thought
smell three
smile tiger
smoke toy
smoking toys
snows to
some tree
sometl'dng
soon
trees
splash under
spoon
spring
uses
squirrel v;agon
squirrels waiting
stand vrnll
standing wanted
stay warn

Loe-Clark Reading Tost
Primer Form A
a make toast
cm man
and may under
at me
met wagon
tall mice want
birthday milk was
black mouth went
blue must wish
boy my with
breakfast
brings not
work
cake old
can on
candles out
children
pail
did papers
dog party
draw play
playhouse
eggs pretty
put
foot
foot ran
for read
red
girl rides
good right
rooster
help
her
run
him said
horse sand
house says
3lX
ice some
in spade
is
Terry
Jack that
Jane the
then
kitty they
this
like thought
little ' through
throws
mail to
Lee^Clark Reading Test
Primer Form B
a mail toast
am make •
and man under
at may
me wagon
birthday met wont .
black mice was
blue milk went
boat mouth wish
boy must v/ith
breakfast my work
brings
not
cakes
can old
candles on
children out
did pail
dog paper/5
draw party
play
eggs playhcuE©
pretty
feat put
foot
for ran
rod
garden rides
girl right
good run
rune
help
hor said
him sand
horse says
house six
some
ice spade
in
is Teriy
that
Jaok the
Jane than
they
kitty this
thought
like through
little throws
to
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Lee-^lark Reading Test First Reader Form A
a dream Jack playgroTjnd threw
about duck jump please tired
afraid Jungle postmaster to
again ears post office toy
an eat kitty put toys
and egg knew traps
animals eggs rat tree
another elephant last red triiftk
anything eleplianta let robin try
at letter roll turned
at© farms? liked rolled twelve
autoaobiles feathers likes tvro
feet line said
baby fi^t listened sat under
banana first little seed
barked flew live seeds warm
.
bath floor shelf viao
big flower made shoes washed
bird for mall showed wator
birds foiind make sick weeks
black from man slid went
block many slide were
blow girl mice snow when
blows grass milk soldiers vJiil®
bov/“vrow great mother something wiiite
boy groen much sometimes will
breakfast grew mud song window
brook grow sorted wise
brov/nies near squealed worms
had need squirrel® a
calves hand nest stamp yellow
caiae happy never stamped
cap has nose steps
carried hay not sticks
cat lie store
cents hen of- / strong
chickens here -off Sue
choo-choo hid old supper
churn hide on
Glimbed hill once
cloth his open takes
coat hold other taste
cotton how out teeter
curly hungry over ten
hurry tl:at
dead hurt package the
dog party' their-
dojJs in pigs them
Donald is pink there
dra=j- it planted three
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Lafi-Clark Reading Test First Reader Fona B
a dolls hungry pigs . their
about Donald hurry pink they
afraid drank hurt playground thing
again draw please thread
airplane drees in poor three
an ducks into postmaster Uad
and is post office to
animals ears it put toy-
another eat toys
anything «gg Jack ran train
at eggs Jane rat trunk
ate elephant Jumps red try
eyes river turned
ball kick robin two
banana farm kitty roll twelve
bank faster running
barked fed let under
began feed letter said
big flew letters Santa visit
bill flower liked sang
bird frightened line sat walked
birds from little saw wanted
bites full live
.
aeeds -warm
black she rae
block girl made shelf washed
blow grass make showed water
blows great man sick weeks
bow-wow green many sleep "weighed
boy grew mice slide went
bread grow milk snake irere
bright mill snow v/hen
butter had mothes* some viiilo
hand
.
mouth something wise
calls has much sometimes with
came hatch sorted
carried he nest spoon
cat hen night squirrel*
s
cents her stamp
chickens hero of stayed
choo-choo hid off steps
churn hide on store
clock hill open Slipper
cloth him opened swim
coat Ids other
comes hold out takes
cotton holes talk
cows horn package taoter
craara horses paper ten
how party that
dog huiaalng peeped the
hung
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Metropolitan Achieveaeiit Test (Reading)
Primary 1 battery: Vorin R
a crowd happy money short vail
airplane cup having moon sighs war
all cuts he mother sings warm
and heavy slices was
animals deep help night sly wash
apple de r her nose small waste
apples dip hers nuts smiling water
at dish hid seme weed
away dog high of soon wiiat
doll him oil sound wheel
baby door his on soup where
ball jress • hit one sppon wide
banks drink hook only squirrel willow
basket horn orange stars window
bath tar horse our step • winning
bear egg bouse own sticks wish
bed c i-ter how stones wished
bee hungry package stop vritb
bests face pair stove wolf
before fair ill pan woman
bell far in party table wonder
below' farmer is peaches takes
bird father peas talking
black find jam people tall
boot finding Jane pets tell
both fire jar pieces the
bowl fish job plant them
box fished jump plate there
bread rishing play these
five keep pretty they
cabbage flower kettle pulling this
cabbages f :.od key pupoy th®ee
cake foot purple throw
can for large today
candles learn rat- tray
cand;Jf got© leaves rings turtle
cane girl lesson rough two
car give letter round
carriages go lily ugly
chair goat listen scissors under
chasing gold look seat .
child gone looking seven valley
coat ^ood lovely several vegetable
coma low she
cook hair sheep wagon
corn ham man shining waiter
cow hand map shoe walk
may
. shoes walking
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Metropolitan Achtavemcnt Test (Reading) Primary 1 Battery* Form S
a cart hand paint steuid
above catch hang paper star
across chair hard park stars
after chicks - ham pencils start
again child has plate stay
al^ys children hat play still
am church have pot stones
and city he stocking
animal cold head queen stories
apple cook hear story
apples cottage held rain sun
apron her • rains
are dark here ran table
am dash high ribbon take
asleep digging his ring teeth
at dog hits rings that
aTray dress horse road the
robin them
baby eating ice rocks there
ball eggs In run they
band every is thin
bark it sail thinks
barn far sang those
basket fam jacket school three
before fanner jump scratch to
beside fat search tree
big fence keep
,
SCO turkey
black flag kind sew
blue flew kite shall under
boat flower kitten she unless
book flowers shoe until
bottle foot lamp shoes
bor.l four land shone very
boy fox large sighs
branch fresh late sign watch
brass fruit little sing we
bread fruits lunch sir were
bridge ' sirs when
bring game might six Tilare
brown gave milk small viio
brush girl mine snK)oth vdll
bunch girls snow window
bush give new sold winter
by gives newspaper some vath
gloves nice son word
calf going ni^t song vfork
came- grass nine spill
camel green nuts splash young
card spoon youra
''
care had of squirrel
V

Metropolitan Achievement Test (Reading) Primary II Batteryj Form R
a blow chair
about blue chalk
accident boat chase
afloat book cheaper
after boot cherries
afternoon bottle ciiicken
afraid bottom chief
ago box cliiefly
air boy child
Alice boys children
am boy’s chimney
and bow China
animals bow-wow Chinese
another bread Christmas
apple breakfast circus
apples bring city
are brook clean
arm brooks climbed
as brother clock
asleep bro\ight cloth
at brown coal
avoided brush coasted
away build coasting
bunny cocoa
back burned collect
bake burning oolHe
^kad but ccme
ball butcher cooked
balloon butterfly cod
banana buy corn
bark buys cotton
bam could
barrel country
bead cage courteous
bears cake cousin
beasts called covered
beautiful can cxortaln
because candle cut
bee cap
before car dac^)
bell careful danger
Ben carpet dangerous
bench carried dark
big carries dash
bird ciurves day
birds cat days
bitter caught death
black cave decided
blindness •caves decks
blossoms cellar deep
defend found hottest
dirt fountain homd
doctor from house
does fruit ‘ houses
doesn’t - houseboa
dog garden howl
doll generous huts
dollar Georg®
door get I
Dot giants ice
drives girl if
dry glad igloos
drying gloves in
go infant
eats gone into
early good is
Easter got it
eggs grain
enables Grace Jack
enemies rgrapea Jana
envelop® gray Janie
even green Jill
evening growth John
every jumped/
had June
fall handle
falls hands ‘ keep
false has kept
families hat killed
farm have King
famer hay kit©
farms hayfield kitten
fast he knew
Father head ioiown
fell healthier
felt heated Laddie
fields Helen lamb
find helped lamp
fire Henry land
fires her landlord
first here lantern
fish hid lata
fishing hide layer
five hiding lemonade
floor hi^ letters
flowers him lettuce
fly his life
foam hog lighted
food home lion
for hood live
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Metropolitan Achioveraent Test (Reading) PirLmary II Form R
living orange radish stamp towers
long Our rains start trailer
look out ran stay train
loud oven rapidly still tree
loves over rather stole trees
overboard reached stone trousers
machine read stones tubo
made paint rent stood turnip
magazine pan rides story tvro
man pansy ring stove
i:any paper rivers student until
marble park read sugar up
Earch party robin simmer us
marriage peach rock sweet used
Mary peaches rug svdm
mo peat run wading
meat pan runs table wagon
medicine pencil Ruth take warm
men people tall was
mend Peter sad taste washed
milk picnic safe teacher viatch
mine pie safer Ted watclTman
minister piece sail tell water
miss pig says tolls watered
more pillow school tents wo
moss place scolded than wears
most places seeds Thanksgiving went
Mother plains seven that were
mouse planted she the vretter
much planting shoe their wheel
ray play short them wheels
, played sing themselves rdien
name plenty sister then where
Ned plum skin there v^iich
nest poem skip they whit©
newspaper police skirt thing who
next polite sled this whole
night pony slow those wide
no praised snow three vd.ld
noise preserver so time will
noon pretty some timid window
not Prince someone tiny vdng
nurse protected song to vdnter
pulls soon toes viith
of punished sorry Tom wood
off pupil soup too woods
on put sour took wool
once spanked tool worse
one quiet spring top vrould
open sprinkled torch
yard
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Metropolitan Aohieveraent Test (Reading) Primary II Battery; Form S
a Bill chef oar gate hound
about Billy cheerful ears general hours
according bird Chicago eastern generally house
ago birds child eat girl houses
air bites children eats j^rl*s how
airplane bluo chimney eggs give
airplane boards China enjoy gives I
alert boat Chinese escaped glad if
Alice Bob Christmas every glider X-'U
all books city expense gliders in
almost bought club eye gliding Indianis
alone bow clubs eyes glu® industry
always boy coat go insects
am branch color failure goat into
America bread come Father good is
an break considerable far got it
and brown corn farm grass
Anno bubble cost farmer gi*sen Jack
apple bucket country farms ground jacket
apples building cow feather group Jane
apron built coward feathered grove jelly
aro business! cxirrents feathers grovd.ng John
around but cupboard February guided just
at butcher cut feed Gypsies
ate butler feeds keep
attract buy daisy fine half keeping
aunt by Dan finges- handle kept
automobile dance fire happiness key
aimy cable dangerous first happy knae
cables days five has knife
baby. cake December flag hat
baker called deck fly have lamp
ball can deer flying having large
band cane desk following hay late
bark canvas Dick food he launched
barrel captain dig fool health lays
be car disease for hear leaf
beans Carl dishes fork hears left
bear carpenter doesn® t form hearth legs
bocausQ carrots dog fort hen lemons
becoming carry dogs four Konry less
bed cart doll fox her li.fe
before cat dollars France here ligiit
being catch door friends his lighted
ball caught dozen from hoe liks
best ce3JLar dress front hole likes
Betty chain drive fruit hone lily
beyond chair drives homes listen
bicycle check drum gains horse •listening
big cheek dwelling garden hose little
lived
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Metropolitan
logs
long
longest
lower
lying
made
make
man
many
Martin
Mary-
mat
May
ms
means
meat-
men
milk
misery
mittens
more
mother
motor
mouse
move
imsh
my
name
neck
Med
needs
Mellie
nev/
night
rdne
no
nose
noses
nuts
oak
October
of
often
bu
one
onions
orchard
Achievement Test (Reading) Primary II Batteryj Fom S
orchards round
other
others
runs
oijr . sad
out said
over same
owns sap
school
pansy scooter
paper seam
paragraph seams
pasture seat
pattern seeds
Paul seeing
people seem
persons seems
piece sees
plane several
plate sew
plays S3?jed
plow siiarp
policeman she
pool sheep
poor shelves
popular shoes
potatoes short
poverty shotild
president side
pretty- sides
provid© singing
pulled sister
pumpkins six
puppy skate
Puritans sldu
sled
radishes slightest
rain aiiall
rains smoke
rapidly soap
ready some
really sometimea
red songs
ribbon soon
ride sorrow
rides • sorry
right sound
rising soup
roller spade
roof speSniels
rope apealdr*g
speed twenty
sport twig
sports
steer
txto
steered under
stick until
stones upright
store use
story used
success useful
summer
Susie
usually
valuG
table
tag
very
Ted wagon
tells v:ad.'ber
tents wall
terra walnut
than was
that watchdog
the watchdogs
theater watching
their wo
them vfear
then weed
there v;ent
these were
they wet
thief wheels
thin T.'Aion
this v/hich
thought while
three who
Thursday \iiy
time -will
to willow
too window
together Ytindows
Toiu vdnter
took vdth
top without
toy ViOlf
trail vioman
tree
trick
worm
trip yellow
truck you
try . young
tulip your
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Priiaary IVord Recognition Test Forin I Primary V/ord Recognition Test Form II
about had saw about hardly same
along happy scare along has saw
amoiig hardly scatter among hasten scare
apple has scrap around hat scatter
around hasten scrape hen scissors
hat seven baby his scrap
ball hen sharp ball horse seven
bear his shoes believe house should
behind house should big hungry shoulder
believe hungry shoulder bird sing
big sing blossoms inclose six
bird inclose. soap blue include soap
blossoms include some bbat increase some
blue increase sound book indeed sound
book indeed spoon bottle spoon
boots Indian spring boy king spring
bring square bring knife squirrel
bought king squirrel brought swimming
butterfly kits stove ladder
knife came letter table
came table chair lion telegraph
cat ladder telegraph chimney telephone
chair telephone come monltey temporary
chimney mouse temporary could mouse tendency
clock tendency thing
come OVJ’l thing dancing nest thorou^
could thorough dog thought
co^ pan though owl through
cup penny thought eating tree
piece three even pan two
dog pig through every penny
donkey plant train piece very
planted tree five pig
Qgg play fiagj; plant wagon
even please very flower planted want
ever pound flying play war
every pretty ^^ant fork please was
promise war four pound watch
fish public was frog promise v/ant
five purchase v^ent pubDjic what
fork purpose Vfhat girl purchase where
four vdiero go purpose v?hich
frog rabbit viiich goat vdio
funny ran who good ran dndow
rod T-dth ground red vrlth
gii"! rolled \«>uld rolled T.-oman
go round had round vvo^lld
goat run happy run YiTiting -
good running
ground same
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Frlniary Reading Test—-Roilley Form A
a children gave
after church getting.
airplane class girl
airport clean girls
all clock give
almost coat giving
already cold glad
among cone glass
an coning going
and conductor green
eny could
are cows had
as hand
ask dates hands
at dead happy
automobile decide has
away dog hat
done having
baby door he
back down head
ball drink her
basket drop here
bear him
bears each his
between eating hold
big edge hole
bird eggs hone
bit else hoped
black enough house
book
books
everything hurry
both face I
•
bowl fall iii
box fat into
boy father is
breakfast feeding it
bring finished
bringing fish Jack
brought fit Just
but flower
buttsr
.
fly kitchen
by
„
follow
for
knee
cap friend late
carpenter from left
cars finiits less
cat funny letters
cereal likes
clialr garden little
ciiild gate long
looked
made road Uiick
make run this
man runs those
many through
marched sand tickets
meat sat to
milk saw too
money school top
more secret toys
morning seven tree
most she trees
mother sheep trouble
much shelves true
music ship trying
must shoes tViO
my sidewalk
sing under
needed sister until
needs sit up
never size U3
new sleep using
noses •smoke s-3
not vs.bl^er visit
notice • soms"
now son -r;. waits
••spid-ug .walldng
of station Yfall
old stay wails
on stayed ?mnts
one ..stick >vas
orange sticks watch
our still vwives
steps we
pair stone wearing
pen stopped went
people store were
picture Gtreot* what
plant when
play v/hich
playing taking why
pony talk
.
wish
postman; talldjig woman
puppy tall Y#ork
puppies teacher world
put that
the
would
ran their yard
ready them your
rides there
right these)
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Prin’arj’’ Readirig Test—’Reilley Fcm B '
a center game
almost child garden
am class gate
an clean gave
and clothes girl
any cloud girls
apple coal give
apples color glad
are coming glasses
arm corn going
as cost got
asleep count grass
at cradle ground
away
dance
guess
baby day had
back deep hand
baggage down happy
basket drink hard
beak dry has
bears dust hat
bed he
been each hear
bell early her
better eat here
bird eating him
birds eggs home
birthday every hoped
black i- hot
blew farm house
blown fanner how
book fast
books faster I
both father ice
bottom feet inches
bought felt in
boxes field into
boy find is
boys first island
brave flour it
broke flower
brothers flying Jack
brother* s foot John
biiilding for
buy found keep
friend kept
called friends killed
can from kissed
cars funny
cart furniture
lamp paint table
large painted tail
last picture
porch
take
laughed toHi
less present talked
let pull talking
lift put taller
likes putting ton
line the
little quick their
live quiclcLy them
loading there
long ran they
look reach thought
loolcsd ready throw
lost red to
lots report train
right tree
Ifary robin truck
man robins two
meat road
men rocks up
milk roof
mine room valley
more run very
morning village
most sails visited
mother same voice
mountain saved
moving saw wagon
ray say Tralking
school •watch
name seven watched
neither she watching
neet shoes was
ni^t show water
no showed wave
not side waves
now si^ we
number sister went
sky were
of alow vdieels
off slowly when
on smiling vdnd
one snow window
other some wish
OViT song wished
out stopped vdth
store woman
sunamar word
xvorld
worlc
working
y/oxm
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Grada I (First Half) Form A
.
all clock get
am coal girl
an coat give
and cock glad
are cold go
around cook gold
at cool
corn had
baby could hand
bad count hard
bag cross have
balloon cup he
banana cut head
band cute hear
be heel
bed dawn hero
been day Iiide
before did him
behind dish his
better do hold
between dog hole
big home
bird each house
box ear hurt
boy cat
bread eleven Iron
brick end
bring engine keep
broke enough key
brother evening king
bi-ought knee
browii face knew
brush father knock
build feel know
but fell
by fence lamb
find lamp
call fine land
can fire lark
cap fish leaf
carry five left
cat flag let
change floor like
chap flower lock
chase fly look
cheasQ food love
chimney four
Cihip fox make
Scales c4* A+4aCrv iv)ei/if
mo save upon
nan saw us
mi.lk say
edne see wagon
more send walk
mother sheep want
move shine warm
mush ship was
shop wash
neck show watch
new six water
no anile rrave
not smoke we
now smooth week
snow well
of soma went
old soon ithat
on couth wheat
one® spoon wheel
one stamp ^riien
our stand where
out stop which
over store whit®
o-m stump who
sun vdll
pack wing
pail table with
peel team work
plant tear would
play ten •
pocket tent yea
point that you
polo them your
polite then
pull tliey
tills
rabbit ticket
rain t.irao
ran bo
read took
red top
ring train
rock tramp
room trouble
round turkey
run
oaid
turn
turtle

Grad© I (First Half) Form B
about chair got
all clean green
always climb ground
am clock
an close had
are cluck have
around coat head
as color here
ask comb hide
at come home
ate cried hood
cries liop
baby horn
back day hot
bank did house
bark dog how
bam duck
bed ice
bean each
bell eagle keep
best ear kick
better earth kill
big easy kind
bUl eat kiss
bird ©ye kite
bite kitten
black face knock
blew father know
bloom feat
book fire lake
box first lamb
boy fish letter
bread flew lie
brick flies light
bridge found Hke
bright free listen
bring friend little
brook frighten look
broom frog low
brother from lunch
brush fruit
butter funny make
by fur man
loarch
call get mark
can girl maz^et
cap give may
carry glad me
cat goat men
catch gold milk
V ^caice o4 Afitti
moon cheep us
more show
mother side walk
my six warn
sleep was
name slide wash
near soon vsatch
nest spin water
never spoon rr&
new spot went
ni^t spring what
noon stays wheat
not stood isdicel
stool when
of stop wliero
on sun which
once white
one tack who
open take wigwam
over teach Mill
out team wind
tear window
park ten vfing
part tent winter
peck that work
play thcsn v/rite
then
rain there
rake they
reach this
read tick
red tie
rest to
ribbon too
right top
rock track
roof train
room tree
roost trees
root
rubber truck
run twelve
twice
siw--' twigs
twins
two
see
seed under
shall up
she upon
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Grade I (Last Half) Form B Scct\c5 ^t'^'CUVNwxerit^
a boys face how new several
about bread falling hundred night shake
afraid broom far hungry noon shall
against brothor feet hunt she
airplane fellow hurry of sheep
all cage fence hurt off shells
almost came fire hut on ship
alone camp fish once sho?/
always can flow ice one sick
am candle flower in open since
an cap follow instead over six
and card found is skate
animal carry fox it pail skip
another cart friend its park slow
are cat fun pear small
around cants funny jumping pen smells
as cheese piece smiles
ask chimney geese keep place snow
asleep clay get kid plant snomaan
at clean girl ld.nd p3.ay soap
ate climb give Idng playing soldier
automobile close gives knife plow sane
awake cloud got know pole something
away cloudy green pond soon
collar gruff lady poiiy sound
baby color ground land porch soup
ball corn gun. large spider
bar cost learns queen spins
beads cow had leave square
beans crow hall letter rabbit equirrel
bed crown handle 3.03
1
rain stage
baen crying has low rake stairs
before have lunch rat stak©
behind did hay red stale
ball dish he mail rest stamp
beside dog heads man ' right stand
best door heard Ilary roof star
big doors heat mo room start
birds down heel meal rop© state
birthday drees here mice round stay
blocks drinlcs hid moon run stays
blows I'dll mother runniiig stone
b?wue each his much stood
board ear hole ay Santa Claus stool
bon© eat home same stop
book eating honey nail say store
books eight hop name school stove
bowl end horn near second string
box enough horse nee.. see sun
boy eye house never 30l'.3
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Grad® I (Last Half) Fona B UniV Scot\e4 of AHa.iv^v^/^.eAi^
table
ten
tont
that
the
them
then
there
these
they
this
those
thousand
three
to
too
top
track
twin
tramp
tree
trees
truck
twelve
twenty
two
umbrella
under
up
US
Yrnde
wake
walk
warm
ms
Viaeh
watch
Ysater
v/ave
we
weave
mb
vdiat
wheat
when
v.iiere
which
Y^ho
will
wind
windows
wieh
wood
woods

Grado I (Last Half) Form A
a bricks down
afraid bright drive
all bring drown
am brook
among brother each
an broTyn eating
and build eleven
animl butter enemy
are evening
ground cage everybody
asleep can
at cancS.o falling
awake canoe fam
away car father
a carry fellow
baby cart field
back cat find
bag catch finger
ball certain fire
balloon chair first
banana check five
bark chicken flag
barn child floor
beads children flow
beans flower
bear CliJBb fly
beat cloudy fold
bed clover follow
been cold food
before cook foot
began corn found
behind corner four
bell could from
below count
beside cow gets
better crack glad
between cream goat
big Cl'OW geld
bird crown grey/
birds crying
bite hall
blocks danger hand
blow dark hard
book dawn has
bottle day have
bowl dead heard
box deep heel
boy did hide
bread divide idll
brick o' Ida
V Scoklcr^s
hold must roof
hole room
home near root
horn neat rope
horse new rose
hour noon round
house nothing running
hunt now
hurry nut safe
hurt said
hut of sand
on aat
I once saw
ice one school
in oni.y see
invito outside second
is over send
it sew
parade shook
;Jumping park shop
pear should
king pla sing
kite piece singer
pink six
lamb place skate
land plant sleep
laugh play slid©
leaf^: playing slow
learn plum snow
left police soft
letter poi-iy some
liglit poor something
line soon
little queen spoon
live square
load race stairs
loaf rain star
rak® stars
Mary rat start
me read stay
meat rod stile
man rich stood
. mice ride stop
milk riding store
monkey ripe stoi'd-Oi
month river story
moor* road stove
mother rock street
mouse rocking
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Grad® I (Last Half)
smn
Qiijr\3hine
sweater
mrim
Eviing
table
tame
tells
ten
that
the
them
they
this
thread
tino
to
took
top
train
under
up
U8
FomA
vsgon
walk
wall
wana.
water
v.-fl
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what
wheat
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which
white
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Unit Scales of Attainment
Grade II (First Half) Form A
a calf earth goat learn of
about came earthern gray . leaves old
afraid can easier green left on
after cannot easily grow letter once
afternoon cat easy light one
air certain east had lights only
all chased eastern has liked or
along chasing eat he likes out
am check eating hears listening outside
among cheese eleven Helen Uttle over
an chicken emperor help lived
and child empire her lives parade
animal Christinas employ his low park
apple church empty hoi© paw
.are climb enemy home make pear
as clouds evening horse man Peter
at cocoon • everybody hour Mary piece
ate cold house massacre pig
away colors fall hungiy me pink
come farm hunting meagre place
black common fast hurry meander • plant
blossoms coiild father measles play
boat coupon fed implore measure playing
body course fell in meat pleasure
bought cousin fellow inch mice plum
bowl cow few ink milk police
box creeps field inside minute pony
boy
.
cross fine into moment poor
boys crjdng finger invite month puppy
bread fin is moon
bridge danger first it morning rabbit
bright dark fish mostly rabbits
bring day fleecy Jack mother race
brother deep floor Jane motion rains
brothers did flow John mouse ran
brought dig flowers John® 3 noimtain ready
brown dirty fly just much red
buds divide fold must regardless
bug do follow kind register
bugs dog for kite neat regret
build doll forenoon kitten new regulate
burn donkey found knock night regular
bush door fox know no reindeer
busy down frog noise road
butter drive from lady noon rock
but dug full lamb not roof
bijy dwarf land notiling rose
buiiz garden large nut roses
oagl-9 girl laugh run.
early go leaf oak nishod
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Grade II (First Half) Form A
sail table T^en
saved take where
scared teach which
school that wliite
sea the who
second them why
see then wicked
sees these wide •
sell they wife
send this id.ll
she thought wind
shine through winter
shop tiny with
short to wolf
should today woman
shout told wrong
shut tonight’
sing torch yard F
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singer torn' yellow
»»» —ON
sister train youngest
sister* s traveler V
sisters
six
el<y
sleepy
slid©
small
smell
snail
30
Spot
spring
squirrels
star
stars
start
stood
stop .
store
story
straw
string
strong
such
sudden
summer
sun
sunshine
traverse
treacherous
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tree
trees
truck
turn
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Grads II (First Half) Form B Scaitrs of AV4xn\ V\vv\cv\t~"
a -bold courtesy fish house master
about book courtier flaw how me
across boots cousin flow hiiddle mice
afraid bought cow flowers hundred mile
aftar boy credulous flying hungry mill
afternoon brother cross follow hunting minute
against brown crow for moiaont
all bugs crusade forenoon in month
almost bundle forest inn raorning
alone but dark fox instead mostly
ant buttercup daughter friend into mother
an by deer frighten is mother's
and did frog it motion
animal cabbages different from its mountain
another cake dish fun much
anjTbody calf divide funny Jane
anything called do Jans * 3 name
apple calls dog garden jay Hed
aro came donkey gees® John Ned's
around can dress get John's new
asleep candle drum gets night
at car dry girls keep noise
away carrots duci; go keeps noon
cat grandfather kind not
baby cave each grandfather' s king nothing
ball chased eagle gray kitten
barn cheese ear green kittens oak
bassal cherries early grows knife of
be cherry earthern gruff old
bear chicken eastern lake on
became children easily had land once
because cliickens eat hammer largo one
become clilpraunkc eating handle learned orange
bed choice eats happy leaves over
bees choose eight has left out
beets chosen elephant ha.t legs owl
before chorus end he like
began church enou^ heard likes palie
behind circus everything Helen 'listening particle
big class hen little peach
bigger clay face her live psar
Billy coat fall higher lives pen
birds cocoon far bJLghest lonely pats
birthday- colors farthest hills longest picture
black coEie father his looks pieC’^s
blackbii-d common father's hole lunch pig
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Grade II (First Half) Form B ^cciit^:s o\' A H-Cii
play see tame went
playing seen that v«re
pleasure several the wet
plow shake their what
plum shall them when
pony sheep then wilere
potatoes ship ttiere idiich
presence shoes these while
present sick they white
priceless since think who
princess sister this vdiole
process six those whose
promise skate thought win
pumpkins skip thousand wind
puncture slow tiny wish
puppies small tired with
puppy smell to Tion
smile toy wonder
quickest smith traveler woods
smock traverse word
rabbit smoke treacherous world
rabbits smooth treasure worms
race so tree would
radishes some tricks wren
rain sound trip wrote
raises speak tulips
raisin spill turkey yellow
rake spot turn you
Ralph spring two youngest
ran squirrels
ransom stage umbrella
reason stake uncle
reckon stale under
red star up
rest start us
right state
ring stay valorous
road stile variable
robin still variety
room stood various
ran store
rushed story want
straightest wanted
sad strong was
safe sugar wash
same summer water
save sunshine wave
saT? supper we
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Grade II (l^st Half)
a brovm
about buds
above bug
abundance bunch
adventure buah
afraid but
after
afternoon
by
air claf
alarm calm
all came
almost can
alone cannot
along cat
an cattle
and chase
animal chased
apart chasing
apple cheese
are chirp
around Chirietmas
as church
at clever
ate cloudvi
await cold
away color
colors
baby come
balance ccmdc
bark conquer
bed cow
been crash
before creeps
behold crooked
big cross
bird crying
birds • cure
black curious
blase
blossom
cut
boat dark
borrow day
box defeat
boy deligiit
boys deliver
breess deny
bridge depart
brother did
brothers dig
dine
A ^Scales
display
disturb
funny
do ' garden
dog gat
doll girl
donkey go
door goat
down grab
dug grateful
dull gray
dwarf green
grove
earth grow
eat
eating had
en&ay halt
enough harsh
escape has
every he
expect hears
expensive Helen
extend help
her
faithful herd
fall his
far hole
fast home
father hope
favorite horse
field horses
find house
fir hmble
fire hungry
fish
flame
hunting
flavor in
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fleet inside
float instead
flock into
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flower d.3
flowers
for
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lift or
light out
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over
listening pair
little parcel
lived part
lives Peter
locate pig
lofty pile
look pink
luck place
plant
made play
make playing
man plenty
Mary pony
mend prepare
mention profit
mew prove
mild provoke
milk pull
moon punish
more puppy
morning
most
push
mostly quantity
mother . quiet
mouse
rabbit
narrow rabbits
neat rains
nev; ran
night rash
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noise red
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Grade II (Last Half) Form A Unif Scales o'f A1*'fa inw\crTr'
rooos struggle useful
rough sumraor usual
run sun
rushed • aunslilno
' sure
very
sacred swell want
sad>^I swim wanted
saved wants
scared table vfas
school take water
sea taste weary
sees team went
several tend >rere
shadow than vdiale
she that wl^at
shine the when
short them where
shove then which
shrink these vMstJLe
silence they white
sing thief who
single thin whole
sister thing vd-cked
sister* s things Yd.de
sisters this will
sky through wisdom
sleepy throughout with
slender tight YYitness
snail times wolf
smell tiny worship
smooth to worthy
snail today
snatch together yard
so told yellow
some top young
something train youngest
special trample
split travel
Spot tree
spring trees
squirrels trifle
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Grad© II (Last Half) Form E Unif' of A f Hx%VNW-»e
a blossoms cross falthfiil having lake
able blue crow fall • h® land
about bold cry familiar heard large
absent book cure farthest Helen .laugh-
across boots - father helpless learned
afraid bought dark father’s hen leaves
after boy deceive feeble her left
afternoon brother decrease feel hide legs
all brown deer feels higher 1st
allow bugs defend felt highest lift
an bundle dens® fields hills light
and busy describe fish his like
angry but did flatter hole likes
anxious by difficult fleet hollow listening
apple disappear flew home little
appoint cabbages discourage flowers honey live
are cake display flying hops li-ves
around calf die^ss for horse lofty
arrive called discuss forenoon house lonely
ask calls do forest how longest
at came dog forget humble looks
attempt capture doing fortunate hungry luck
away careless don© fright hunting
carrots donkey frog hui't
'
mad®
baby cat doubtful from make
bad cattle drop funny ideal manage
balance cease drum fiurnish imitate march
ball center dry improve marchod
bark change duck garden in marching
barn chased duty get injure master
be cherries gets inn. mew
bear cherry eagle girls into middle
became chicken early gloom invent mistake
b'3csuse chickens easily go invite morning
bees children easy gracoful is most
beets chipmiirJ-cs eat grandfather it mostly
beggard chirp eating grandfather's lt6 mother
began church eats gray mother® 3
better circle edge
.
green Jane
big circular elephant growa Jane's near
bigger circus else guard jay Hed
Billy clasp enclose jealous Ned's
bird coat endless had John new
birds colors enemy happening Jokn ' s ni^t
birthday come enlarge happy no
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Grade II (Last Half) Form B Uni'-f Sca(c s
oak ran sufficient vanish
of rare sugar very
often red summer
old reasonable sunshine wait
on resemble supper wander
once ring surface want
on® risk surprise wanted
orange road surrender warrior
out robin svoiy was
over room watch
overcome rough tailor watchful
overtake round tame water
owl ruin team weak
r*un tell wear
package rushed thanlvful weary
pair that wont
peach sad the were
pear saw their wet
permit say them what
pets scared then when
pig school these where
pity see they which
plants send think valle
play shift tliis whistle
playing shoes thought white
pledge shove tiny whose
plum ^jilencc tired win
pony simple to wind
potatoes sing toy wise
praise sister tramp with
present small tramps won
prevent smaller tree wood®
prompt snatch trees worms
proof so tricks worse
provoke soldier trip v;ould
pTlll solid true \7ren
pumpkins some tulips wrongly
purdsh somathing tumble
puppies sorry turkey yellow
puppy spend turn you
push spoil two youngest
spring youth
quickest 3qu3.rrel uncle
squirrels under
rabbit stood unfortunate
race stop unjust
radishes store unlike
rain story up
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